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The study of the spin-parity and tensor structure of the interactions of the recently discovered Higgs
boson is performed using the H → ZZ; Zγ; γγ → 4l, H → WW → lνlν, and H → γγ decay modes.
The full data set recorded by the CMS experiment during the LHC run 1 is used, corresponding to an
integrated luminosity of up to 5.1 fb−1 at a center-of-mass energy of 7 TeVand up to 19.7 fb−1 at 8 TeV. A
wide range of spin-two models is excluded at a 99% confidence level or higher, or at a 99.87% confidence
level for the minimal gravitylike couplings, regardless of whether assumptions are made on the production
mechanism. Any mixed-parity spin-one state is excluded in the ZZ and WW modes at a greater than
99.999% confidence level. Under the hypothesis that the resonance is a spin-zero boson, the tensor
structure of the interactions of the Higgs boson with two vector bosons ZZ, Zγ, γγ, andWW is investigated
and limits on eleven anomalous contributions are set. Tighter constraints on anomalous HVV interactions
are obtained by combining the HZZ and HWW measurements. All observations are consistent with the
expectations for the standard model Higgs boson with the quantum numbers JPC ¼ 0þþ.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The observation of a new boson [1–3] with a mass
around 125 GeVand properties consistent with the standard
model (SM) Higgs boson [4–10] was reported by the
ATLAS and CMS Collaborations in 2012. The discovery
was followed by a comprehensive set of measurements
[11–27] of its properties to determine if the new boson
follows the SM predictions or if there are indications for
physics beyond the SM (BSM).
The CMS experiment analyzed the full data set collected
during the CERN LHC run 1 and measured the properties
of the Higgs-like boson H, using its decay modes to two
electroweak gauge bosons H → ZZ → 4l [11–13], H →
WW → lνlν [14], and H → γγ [15], where l denotes e
or μ, and WW denotes WþW−. The results showed that
the spin-parity properties of the new boson are consistent
with the expectations for the scalar SM Higgs boson.
In particular, the hypotheses of a pseudoscalar, vector,
and pseudovector boson were excluded at a 99.95%
confidence level (CL) or higher, and several spin-two
boson hypotheses were excluded at a 98% C.L. or higher.
The investigated spin-two models included two bosons
with gravitonlike interactions and two bosons with higher-
dimension operators and opposite parity. The spin-zero
results included the first constraint of the fa3 parameter,
which probes the tensor structure of the HZZ interactions
and is defined as the fractional pseudoscalar cross section,
with fa3 ¼ 1 corresponding to the pure pseudoscalar
hypothesis. The ATLAS experiment has also excluded at
a 98% C.L. or higher the hypotheses of a pseudoscalar,
vector, pseudovector, and graviton-inspired spin-two boson
with minimal couplings and several assumptions on the
boson production mechanisms [22].
In this paper, an extended study of the spin-parity
properties of the Higgs boson and of the tensor structure
of its interactions with electroweak gauge bosons is
presented using the H → ZZ, Zγ, γγ → 4l, where
the interference between the three intermediate states is
included, and H → WW → lνlν decay modes at the
CMS experiment. The study focuses on testing for the
presence of anomalous effects in HZZ and HWW
interactions under spin-zero, -one, and -two hypotheses.
The HZγ and Hγγ interactions are probed for the first
time using the 4l final state. Constraints are set on
eleven anomalous coupling contributions to the HVV
interactions, where V is a gauge vector boson, under
the spin-zero assumption of the Higgs boson, extending the
original measurement of the fa3 parameter [11,12].
The exotic-spin study is extended to the analysis of mixed
spin-one states, beyond the pure parity states studied
earlier [12,14], and ten spin-two hypotheses of the boson
under the assumption of production either via gluon
fusion or quark-antiquark annihilation, or without such an
assumption. This corresponds to thirty spin-two models,
beyond the six production and decay models studied earlier
[11,12,14]. The H → γγ decay channel is also studied
in the context of exotic spin-two scenarios, and the
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results presented in Ref. [15] are combined with
those obtained in the H → ZZ and H → WW chan-
nels [12,14].
The experimental approaches used here are similar to
those used by CMS to study the spin-parity and other
properties of the new resonance [11–15], and use the
techniques developed for such measurements [28–33].
The analysis is based on theoretical and phenomenologi-
cal studies that describe the couplings of a Higgs-like
boson to two gauge bosons. They provide techniques
and ideas for measuring the spin and CP properties
of a particle interacting with vector bosons [28–57].
Historically, such techniques have been applied to the
analysis of meson decays to four-body final states
[58–62].
The paper is organized as follows. First, the phenom-
enology of spin-parity and anomalous HVV interactions is
described in Sec. II. The experimental apparatus, simu-
lation, and reconstruction techniques are discussed in
Sec. III. The analysis techniques are introduced in
Sec. IV. The exclusion of exotic spin-one and spin-two
scenarios is shown in Sec. V. Finally, for the spin-zero
scenario, comprehensive studies of the tensor structure of
HVV interactions are presented in Sec. VI. The results are
summarized in Sec. VII.
II. PHENOMENOLOGY OF SPIN-PARITY AND
ANOMALOUS HVV INTERACTIONS
The production and decay of H are described by its
interactions with a pair of vector bosons VV, such as
ZZ; Zγ; γγ;WW, and gg, or with a fermion-antifermion
pair. The relevant phenomenology for the interactions of
spin-zero, -one, and -two bosons, as motivated by earlier
studies [28,29,31–33,53], is presented below. In the follow-
ing, the spin-parity state is generically denoted as JP, with
J ¼ 0; 1, or 2, while the quantum numbers of the SM
Higgs boson are expected to be JPC ¼ 0þþ. However, the
interactions of the observed state do not necessarily
conserve C-parity or CP-parity, and the general scattering
amplitudes describe the spin-parity properties of the new
boson and its anomalous couplings with a pair of vector
bosons or fermions.
A. Decay of a spin-zero resonance
The scattering amplitude describing the interaction
between a spin-zero H and two spin-one gauge bosons
VV, such as ZZ; Zγ; γγ;WW, or gg, includes only three
independent invariant tensor structures with the coupling
parameters aVVi that can have both real and imaginary parts
and, in general, are form factors which can depend on the
squared Lorentz-invariant four-momenta of V1 and V2, q2V1
and q2V2. In the following, the terms up to q
2
V are kept in the
expansion under the assumption of small contributions
from anomalous couplings,
AðHVVÞ ∼

aVV1 þ
κVV1 q
2
V1 þ κVV2 q2V2
ðΛVV1 Þ2

m2V1ϵ

V1ϵ

V2
þ aVV2 fð1Þμν fð2Þ;μν þ aVV3 fð1Þμν ~fð2Þ;μν; ð1Þ
where fðiÞμν ¼ ϵμViqνVi − ϵνViqμVi is the field strength tensor
of a gauge boson with momentum qVi and polarization
vector ϵVi, ~f
ðiÞ
μν ¼ 12 ϵμνρσfðiÞ;ρσ is the dual field strength
tensor, the superscript * designates a complex conjugate,
mV1 is the pole mass of the Z or W vector boson (while
the cases with the massless vector bosons are discussed
below), and Λ1 is the scale of BSM physics and is a free
parameter of the model [31]. A different coupling in the
scattering amplitude in Eq. (1) typically leads to changes
of both the observed rate and the kinematic distributions
of the process. However, the analysis presented in this
paper does not rely on any prediction of the overall rate
and studies only the relative contributions of different
tensor structures.
In Eq. (1), VV stands for ZZ; Zγ; γγ;WW, and gg. The
tree-level SM-like contribution corresponds to aZZ1 ≠ 0
and aWW1 ≠ 0, while there is no tree-level coupling to
massless gauge bosons, that is, aVV1 ¼ 0 for Zγ; γγ, and
gg. Small values of the other couplings can be generated
through loop effects in the SM, but their SM values are
not accessible experimentally with the available data.
Therefore, the other terms can be ascribed to anomalous
couplingswhichare listed forHZZ;HWW;HZγ, andHγγ in
Table I.Amongthose, considerationsof symmetryandgauge
invariance require κZZ1 ¼ κZZ2 ¼−expðiϕZZΛ1Þ, κγγ1 ¼κγγ2 ¼0,
κgg1 ¼κgg2 ¼0, κZγ1 ¼ 0 and κZγ2 ¼−expðiϕZγΛ1Þ. While not
strictly required, the same symmetry is considered in the
WW case κWW1 ¼ κWW2 ¼ − expðiϕWWΛ1 Þ. In the above,ϕVVΛ1 is
the phase of the anomalous coupling with ΛVV1 , which is
either 0orπ for real couplings. In the following, theZZ labels
for the ZZ interactions will be omitted, and therefore
the couplings a1, a2, a3, and Λ1 are not labeled explicitly
with a ZZ superscript, while the superscript is kept for the
other VV states.
The parity-conserving interaction of a pseudoscalar (CP-
odd state) corresponds to the aVV3 terms, while the other
terms describe the parity-conserving interaction of a scalar
(CP-even state). The aVV3 terms appear in the SM only at a
three-loop level and receive a small contribution. The aVV2
and ΛVV1 terms appear in loop-induced processes and give
small contributions Oð10−3–10−2Þ. The dominant contri-
butions to the SM expectation of theH → Zγ and γγ decays
are aZγ2 and a
γγ
2 , which are predicted to be a
Zγ
2 ≃−0.007
and aγγ2 ≃ 0.004 [63]. The aZγi and aγγi coupling terms
contribute to the H → 4l process through the H → Zγ
and γγ → 4l decays with off-shell intermediate photons.
Anomalous couplings may be enhanced with BSM con-
tributions and generally acquire a nontrivial dependence
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on Lorentz-invariant quantities and become complex. The
different contributions to the amplitude can therefore be
tested without making assumptions about the complex
phase between different contributions. When the particles
in the loops responsible for these couplings are heavy in
comparison to the Higgs boson mass parameters, the
couplings are real.
Under the assumption that the couplings are constant and
real, the above formulation is equivalent to an effective
Lagrangian notation for the HZZ, HWW, HZγ, and Hγγ
interactions
LðHVVÞ∼a1
m2Z
2
HZμZμ− κ1ðΛ1Þ2m
2
ZHZμ□Z
μ
−1
2
a2HZμνZμν−1
2
a3HZμν ~Zμν
þaWW1 m2WHWþμW−μ − 1ðΛWW1 Þ2m
2
W
×HðκWW1 W−μ□Wþμþ κWW2 Wþμ□W−μÞ
−aWW2 HWþμνW−μν−aWW3 HWþμν ~W−μν
þ κ
Zγ
2
ðΛZγ1 Þ2
m2ZHZμ∂νFμν−aZγ2 HFμνZμν
−aZγ3 HFμν ~Zμν−12a
γγ
2 HF
μνFμν−1
2
aγγ3 HF
μν ~Fμν;
ð2Þ
where the notations are the same as in Eq. (1) and H is
the real Higgs field, Zμ is the Z field, Wμ is the W field,
Fμ is the γ field, Vμν¼∂μVν−∂νVμ is the bosonic field
strength, the dual field strengths are defined as
~Vμν ¼ 12 ϵμνρσVρσ , and □ is the d’Alembert operator.
The SM-like terms with tree-level couplings a1 and
aWW1 are associated with dimension-three operators, and
the rest of the terms tested correspond to operators of
dimension five. Operators of higher dimension are
neglected in this study.
In the analysis, the physics effects of the eleven
anomalous couplings listed in Table I are described,
where the hypothesis of the Higgs boson mass mH ¼
125.6 GeV is used, which is the best-fit value in the study
of the H → VV → 4l and H → WW → lνlν channels
[12,14]. The scenarios are parametrized in terms of the
effective fractional cross sections fai and their phases ϕai
with respect to the two dominant tree-level couplings a1
and aWW1 in the H → VV → 4l and H → WW → lνlν
processes, respectively. In the H → VV decay the q2V
range does not exceed approximately 100 GeV due to the
kinematic bound, supporting the expansion up to q2V in
Eq. (1). Even though the expansion with only three
anomalous contributions in Eq. (1) may become formally
incomplete when large values of fai ∼ 1 are considered,
this remains a valuable test of the consistency of the data
with the SM. Moreover, certain models, such as models
with a pseudoscalar Higgs boson state, do not require a
sizable contribution of higher terms in the q2V expansion
even for fai ∼ 1. Therefore, the full range 0 ≤ fai ≤ 1 is
considered in this study.
The effective fractional ZZ cross sections fai and phases
ϕai are defined as follows:
TABLE I. List of anomalousHVV couplings considered in the measurements assuming a spin-zero Higgs boson. The definition of the
effective fractions is discussed in the text and the translation constant is given in each case. The effective cross sections correspond to the
processes H → VV → 2e2μ and H → WW → lνlν and the Higgs boson mass mH ¼ 125.6 GeV using the JHUGEN [28,29,31]
calculation. The cross-section ratios for the HZγ and Hγγ couplings include the requirement
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
q2V
p
≥ 4 GeV.
Interaction Anomalous Coupling Coupling Phase Effective Fraction Translation Constant
HZZ Λ1 ϕΛ1 fΛ1 σ1= ~σΛ1 ¼ 1.45 × 104 TeV−4
a2 ϕa2 fa2 σ1=σ2 ¼ 2.68
a3 ϕa3 fa3 σ1=σ3 ¼ 6.36
HWW ΛWW1 ϕ
WW
Λ1 f
WW
Λ1 σ
WW
1 = ~σ
WW
Λ1 ¼ 1.87 × 104 TeV−4
aWW2 ϕ
WW
a2 f
WW
a2 σ
WW
1 =σ
WW
2 ¼ 1.25
aWW3 ϕ
WW
a3 f
WW
a3 σ
WW
1 =σ
WW
3 ¼ 3.01
HZγ ΛZγ1 ϕ
Zγ
Λ1 f
Zγ
Λ1 σ
0
1= ~σ
Zγ
Λ1 ¼ 5.76 × 103 TeV−4
aZγ2 ϕ
Zγ
a2 f
Zγ
a2 σ
0
1=σ
Zγ
2 ¼2.24×10−3
aZγ3 ϕ
Zγ
a3 f
Zγ
a3 σ
0
1=σ
Zγ
3 ¼2.72×10−3
Hγγ aγγ2 ϕ
γγ
a2 f
γγ
a2 σ
0
1=σ
γγ
2 ¼2.82×10−3
aγγ3 ϕ
γγ
a3 f
γγ
a3 σ
0
1=σ
γγ
3 ¼2.88×10−3
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fΛ1 ¼
~σΛ1=ðΛ1Þ4
ja1j2σ1 þ ja2j2σ2 þ ja3j2σ3 þ ~σΛ1=ðΛ1Þ4 þ   
;
ϕΛ1;
fa2 ¼
ja2j2σ2
ja1j2σ1 þ ja2j2σ2 þ ja3j2σ3 þ ~σΛ1=ðΛ1Þ4 þ   
;
ϕa2 ¼ arg

a2
a1

;
fa3 ¼
ja3j2σ3
ja1j2σ1 þ ja2j2σ2 þ ja3j2σ3 þ ~σΛ1=ðΛ1Þ4 þ   
;
ϕa3 ¼ arg

a3
a1

; ð3Þ
where σi is the cross section of the process corresponding to
ai ¼ 1, aj≠i ¼ 0, while ~σΛ1 is the effective cross section of
the process corresponding to Λ1 ¼ 1 TeV, given in units of
fb × TeV4. The effective fractional WW cross sections are
defined in complete analogy with the definitions for ZZ as
shown in Eq. (3). The definition in Eq. (3) is independent
of the collider energy because only the decay rates of the
processes H → VV → 4l and H → WW → lνlν affect
the ratio. It also has the advantage of the fai parameters
being bounded between 0 and 1, and being uniquely
defined, regardless of the convention used for the coupling
constants. In the four-lepton final state, the cross section of
the H → VV → 2e2μ final state is used, as this final state
is not affected by the interference between same-flavor
leptons in the final state.
In an analogous way, the effective fractional cross
sections and phases of Zγ and γγ, generically denoted as
Vγ below, in the H → VV → 2e2μ process are defined as
fVγai ¼
jaVγi j2σVγi
ja1j2σ01 þ jaVγi j2σVγi þ   
;
ϕVγai ¼ arg

aVγai
a1

; ð4Þ
where the requirement
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
q2Vi
p
≥ 4 GeV is used in the cross-
section calculations for all processes, including the ZZ tree-
level process with a1 as indicated with σ01. This requirement
on q2Vi is introduced to restrict the definition to a region
without infrared divergence and to define the fractions
within the empirically relevant range. The ellipsis (…) in
Eqs. (3) and (4) indicates any other contribution not listed
explicitly.
Given the measured values of the effective fractions, it is
possible to extract the ratios of the coupling constants
ai=a1, the scale of BSM physics Λ1, or the ratios of the Zγ
(γγ) cross sections with respect to the SM predictions in
any parametrization. Following Eq. (1) the translation of
the fai measurements can be performed as
jaij
ja1j
¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
fai=fa1
p
×
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
σ1=σi
p
;
Λ1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ja1j
p
¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
fa1=fΛ1
4
p
×
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
~σΛ1=σ1
4
p
; ð5Þ
where the cross-section ratios for a 125.6 GeV Higgs boson
are given in Table I, and the fraction fa1 ¼ ð1 − fΛ1 −
fa2 − fa3 −…Þ corresponds to the effective SM tree-level
contribution, which is expected to dominate. The ellipsis in
the fa1 definition indicates any other contribution, such as
Zγ and γγ, where relevant.
The couplings of the Higgs boson to Zγ and γγ are
generally much better measured in the decays with the
on-shell gauge bosons H → Zγ and γγ [15,19,23,25].
Therefore, the measurements of the HZγ and Hγγ anoma-
lous couplings are provided mostly as a feasibility study
without going into detailed measurements of correlations of
parameters. Once a sufficient number of events is accu-
mulated for the discovery of these modes in the H →
VV → 4l channel with a high-luminosity LHC, the study
of CP properties can be performed with the HZγ and Hγγ
couplings [56,64].
The couplings of a spin-zero particle toW and Z bosons
can be related given the assumption of certain symmetries.
For example, in the case of the custodial singletHiggs boson,
the relation is aWW1 ¼ a1 [65,66]. Generally, these couplings
could have a different relationship and the HVV couplings
are controlledby two freeparameters.Whenoneparameter is
expressed as the fai fraction in theHZZ coupling, the other
parameter can be chosen as a ratio of anomalous couplings
in the H → ZZ and H → WW channels
rai ¼
aWWi =a
WW
1
ai=a1
or Rai ¼
raijraij
1þ r2ai
: ð6Þ
Using Eq. (5) the effective fractions fWWai and fai can be
related as
fai ¼ ½1þ r2aið1=fWWai − 1ÞσWWi σ1=ðσWW1 σiÞ−1: ð7Þ
In this way, the measurement of fWWai can be converted to fai
and vice versa, and the combination of the results in the ZZ
and WW channels can be achieved.
B. Decay of a spin-one resonance
In the case of a spin-one resonance, the amplitude of its
interaction with a pair of massive gauge bosons, ZZ orWW,
consists of two independent terms, which can be written as
AðXJ¼1VVÞ ∼ bVV1 ½ðϵV1qÞðϵV2ϵXÞ þ ðϵV2qÞðϵV1ϵXÞ
þ bVV2 ϵαμνβϵαXϵμV1ϵνV2 ~qβ; ð8Þ
where ϵX is the polarization vector of the boson X with spin
one, q ¼ qV1 þ qV2 and ~q ¼ qV1 − qV2 [28,29]. Here the
bVV1 ≠ 0 coupling corresponds to a vector particle, while the
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bVV2 ≠ 0 coupling corresponds to a pseudovector. The Zγ
interactions of the spin-oneparticle are not considered,while
the γγ and gg interactions are forbidden by the Landau-Yang
theorem [67,68], where the gg case is justified by the
assumption that the state X is color-neutral. Here, and
throughout this paper, a bosonwith an exotic spin is denoted
as X to distinguish it from a spin-zero Higgs boson H.
Similarly, the lowest order terms in the scattering
amplitudes can be mapped to the corresponding terms in
the effective Lagrangian
LðXJ¼1VVÞ ∼ b1∂μXνZμZν þ b2ϵαμνβXαZμ∂βZν
þ bWW1 ∂μXνðWþμW−ν þW−μWþνÞ
þ bWW2 ϵαμνβXαðW−μ∂βWþν þWþμ∂βW−νÞ. ð9Þ
Despite the fact that the experimental observation [1–3]
of the H → γγ decay channel prevents the observed boson
from being a spin-one particle, it is still important to
experimentally study the spin-one models in the decay to
massive vector bosons in the case that the observed state is
a different one. The CMS and ATLAS experiments have
already tested the compatibility of the observed boson
with the JP ¼ 1þ and 1− hypotheses [12,22], where CMS
has tested this using both production-independent and
production-dependent methods. The compatibility of the
data with the hypothesis of the boson being a mixture of
the 1þ and 1− states is now tested, allowing for the presence
of each of the terms in the scattering amplitude in Eq. (8). A
continuous parameter that uniquely describes the presence
of the corresponding terms bVV1 and b
VV
2 is defined as an
effective fractional cross section
fVVb2 ¼
jbVV2 j2σb2
jbVV1 j2σb1 þ jbVV2 j2σb2
; ð10Þ
where σbi is the cross section of the process corresponding
to bVVi ¼ 1; bVVj≠i ¼ 0 in the X → ZZ → 2e2μ or WW →
lνlν final state and σb1 ¼ σb2. This effective fraction is
used in the analysis to test if the data favor the SM Higgs
boson scalar hypothesis or some particular mixture of the
vector and pseudovector states.
C. Decay of a spin-two resonance
In the case of a general spin-two resonance, its decay to a
pair of massive vector bosons, ZZ orWW, is considered in
their sequential decay to four leptons, but not with Zγ and
γγ, as those are generally suppressed by the γ → lþl−
selection. The decay to two on-shell photons X → γγ is
also considered. The corresponding XVV amplitude is used
to describe the X → ZZ and WW, as well as gg → X,
processes
AðXJ¼2VVÞ ∼ Λ−1

2cVV1 tμνf
1;μαf2;να þ 2cVV2 tμν
qαqβ
Λ2
f1;μαf2;νβ
þ cVV3 tβν
~qβ ~qα
Λ2
ðf1;μνf2μα þ f2;μνf1μαÞ þ cVV4 tμν
~qν ~qμ
Λ2
f1;αβf2αβ
þm2V

2cVV5 tμνϵ
μ
V1ϵ
ν
V2 þ 2cVV6 tμν
~qμqα
Λ2
ðϵνV1ϵαV2 − ϵαV1ϵνV2Þ þ cVV7 tμν ~q
μ ~qν
Λ2
ϵV1ϵ

V2

þcVV8 tμν
~qμ ~qν
Λ2
f1;αβ ~f2αβ
þm2V

cVV9 t
μα
~qαϵμνρσϵνV1ϵ
ρ
V2q
σ
Λ2
þ cVV10 tμα
~qαϵμνρσqρ ~qσðϵνV1ðqϵV2Þ þ ϵνV2ðqϵV1ÞÞ
Λ4

; ð11Þ
where tμν is the wave function of a spin-two particle X given by a symmetric traceless tensor, mV is the mass of the
considered gauge boson, and Λ is the scale of BSM physics [28,29]. The couplings cVV1 and c
VV
5 correspond to the
parity-conserving interaction of a spin-two tensor with minimal gravitylike couplings. As in the spin-zero case,
the couplings cVVi are, in general, momentum-dependent form factors. In this analysis it is assumed that the form
factors are momentum-independent constants and, thus, only the lowest q2i order terms in the scattering amplitude are
considered.
The terms in Eq. (11) can be mapped to the corresponding terms (operators up to dimension seven) in the effective
Lagrangian
LðXJ¼2ZZÞ ∼ Λ−1

−c1XμνZμαZν α þ c2Λ2 ð∂α∂βXμνÞZ
μαZνβ þ c3
Λ2
Xβν½∂α; ½∂β; ZμνZμα þ c4
2Λ2
Xμν½∂μ; ½∂ν; ZαβZαβ
þ c5m2ZXμνZμZν þ
2c6m2Z
Λ2
∂αXμν½∂μ; ZνZα − c7m
2
Z
2Λ2
Xμν½∂μ; ½∂ν; ZαZα þ c8
2Λ2
Xμν½∂μ; ½∂ν; Zαβ ~Zαβ
− c9m
2
Z
Λ2
ϵμνρσ∂σXμαZν∂αZρ þ c10m
2
Z
Λ4
ϵμνρσ∂ρ∂βXμα½∂σ; ½∂α; ZνZβ

: ð12Þ
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The study of a subset of these ten terms in X → ZZ, WW,
and γγ decays and gg → X production has already
been performed by the CMS and ATLAS experiments
[11,12,14,15,22]. In this analysis the study of spin-two
hypotheses is completed by considering the remaining
terms in the spin-two VV scattering amplitude in
Eq. (11) and different production scenarios. Ten spin-
two scenarios are listed in Table II. Both qq¯ production,
discussed in Sec. II D, and gluon fusion, described by
Eq. (11), of a spin-two state are considered. In the X → γγ
decay channel, the full list of models is not analyzed.
The spin-two model with minimal couplings, which is
common to X → ZZ, WW, and γγ, represents a massive
gravitonlike boson as suggested in models with warped
extra dimensions (ED) [69,70]. The individual results for
the 2þm model were presented for the X → ZZ,WW, and γγ
decays earlier [12,14,15]. A combination is reported here.
A modified minimal coupling model 2þb is also consid-
ered, where the SM fields are allowed to propagate in the
bulk of the ED [71], corresponding to cVV1 ≪ cVV5 in the
XZZ or XWW couplings only. Moreover, eight spin-two
models with higher-dimension operators are considered
for the XZZ and XWW couplings. The above list of ten
spin-two decay models and several production mechanisms
does not exhaust all the possible scenarios with mixed
amplitudes, but it does provide a comprehensive sample
of spin-two alternatives to test the validity of the SM-like
JP ¼ 0þ hypothesis.
D. Production of a resonance
While the above discussion of Eqs. (1), (8), and (11) is
focused on the decay H → VV, these amplitudes also
describe production of a resonance via gluon fusion, weak
vector boson fusion (VBF) with associated jets, or asso-
ciated production with a weak vector boson VH. All these
mechanisms, along with the tt¯H production, are considered
in the analysis of the spin-zero hypothesis of the H boson,
where the gluon fusion production dominates. It is possible
to studyHVV interactions using the kinematics of particles
produced in association with the Higgs boson, such as VBF
jets or vector boson daughters in VH production. While the
q2V range in the H → VV process does not exceed approx-
imately 100 GeV due to the kinematic bound, in the
associated production no such bound exists, and therefore
consideration of more restricted ranges of q2V might be
required [31], bringing an additional uncertainty to such a
study. Instead, the analysis presented here is designed to
minimize the dependence on the production mechanism
focusing on the study of the H → VV decay kinematics. In
the case of a spin-zero particle, there is no spin correlation
between the production process and decay, which allows
for production-independent studies. In the case of a non-
zero spin particle, it is possible to study decay information
only without dependence on the polarization of the reso-
nance, and therefore without dependence on the production
mechanism.
The production of a on-shell Higgs boson is considered
in this analysis. In gluon fusion, about 10% of H → ZZ
and H → WW events are produced off-shell, with a Higgs
boson invariant mass above 150 GeV [72]. A similar effect
appears in VBF production [13], while it is further sup-
pressed for other production mechanisms. However, this
off-shell contribution depends on the width of the Higgs
boson [73]. A relative enhancement of the off-shell with
respect to the on-shell production is expected in models
with anomalous HVV couplings [13,57]. Therefore, it is
possible to study anomalous HVV interactions using the
kinematics of the Higgs boson produced off-shell, includ-
ing relative off-shell enhancement. However, such a study
requires additional assumptions about the width of the
Higgs boson, its production mechanisms, and the extrapo-
lation of the coupling constants in Eqs. (1), (8), and (11) to
q2H values significantly larger than 100 GeV. Therefore, the
study of anomalous HVV couplings with the off-shell
Higgs boson is left for a future work. Instead, the H → ZZ
events with an invariant ZZ mass above 140 GeV are not
considered, effectively removing off-shell effects and
associated model dependence. In the H → WW analysis,
the event selection discussed below reduces the off-shell
contribution to less than 2%. Even though this contribution
may increase with anomalous HVV couplings, no such
enhancement has been observed in theH → ZZ study [13],
which limits it to be less than 5 times the SM expectation
at a 95% C.L. This constraint is expected to be further
improved with more data and additional final states studied.
In the present analysis, any off-shell contribution in the
study of the on-shell production and H → WW decay is
neglected.
Since the production of a color-neutral spin-one reso-
nance is forbidden in gluon fusion, its dominant production
mechanism is expected to be quark-antiquark annihilation.
TABLE II. List of spin-two models with the production and
decay couplings of an exotic X particle. The subscripts m
(minimal couplings), h (couplings with higher-dimension oper-
ators), and b (bulk) distinguish different scenarios.
JP Model
gg → X
Couplings
qq¯ → X
Couplings
X → VV
Couplings
2þm c
gg
1 ≠ 0 ρ1 ≠ 0 cVV1 ¼ cVV5 ≠ 0
2þh2 c
gg
2 ≠ 0 ρ1 ≠ 0 cVV2 ≠ 0
2þh3 c
gg
3 ≠ 0 ρ1 ≠ 0 cVV3 ≠ 0
2þh c
gg
4 ≠ 0 ρ1 ≠ 0 cVV4 ≠ 0
2þb c
gg
1 ≠ 0 ρ1 ≠ 0 cVV1 ≪ cVV5 ≠ 0
2þh6 c
gg
1 ≠ 0 ρ1 ≠ 0 cVV6 ≠ 0
2þh7 c
gg
1 ≠ 0 ρ1 ≠ 0 cVV7 ≠ 0
2−h c
gg
8 ≠ 0 ρ2 ≠ 0 cVV8 ≠ 0
2−h9 c
gg
8 ≠ 0 ρ2 ≠ 0 cVV9 ≠ 0
2−h10 c
gg
8 ≠ 0 ρ2 ≠ 0 cVV10 ≠ 0
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The production mechanisms of a spin-two boson are
expected to be gluon fusion and quark-antiquark annihi-
lation, as, for example, in the ED models in Refs. [69–71].
While gluon fusion is expected to dominate over the qq¯
production of a spin-two state, the latter is a possibility
in the effective scattering amplitude with form factors.
Therefore, the qq¯ → X production of both spin-one and
spin-two resonances and the gg→ X production of a spin-
two resonance are considered. The fractional contribution
of the qq¯ process to the production of a spin-two resonance
is denoted as fðqq¯Þ and can be interpreted as the fraction
of events produced with Jz ¼ 1. For both spin-one and
spin-two states, the analysis of the X → ZZ → 4l decay
mode is also performed without dependence on the
production mechanism, allowing coverage of other mech-
anisms including associated production.
For the analysis of the qq¯→ X production, the general
scattering amplitudes are considered for the interaction of
the spin-one and spin-two bosons with fermions,
‘AðXJ¼1ff¯Þ ¼ ϵμXu¯2ðγμðρ1 þ ρ2γ5Þ
þmf ~qμ
Λ2
ðρ3 þ ρ4γ5ÞÞu1; ð13Þ
AðXJ¼2ff¯Þ ¼
1
Λ
tμνu¯2ðγμ ~qνðρ1 þ ρ2γ5Þ
þmf ~qμ ~qν
Λ2
ðρ3 þ ρ4γ5ÞÞu1; ð14Þ
where mf is the fermion mass, ui is the Dirac spinor, and Λ
is the scale of BSM physics [28,29]. The couplings ρi
are assumed to be the same for all quark flavors. This
assumption, along with the choice of ρi couplings in
general, has little effect on the analysis since this affects
only the expected longitudinal boost of the resonance from
different mixtures of parton production processes without
affecting its polarization, whose projection on the parton
collision axis is always Jz ¼ 1, since the ρ3 and ρ4 terms
are suppressed in the annihilation of light quarks.
Therefore, qq¯ production leads to a resonance with polari-
zation Jz ¼ 1 along the parton collision axis, while gluon
fusion leads to Jz ¼ 0 or 2. In the case of minimal cgg1
coupling, only Jz ¼ 2 is possible. The terms proportional
to m2V in Eq. (11) are absent for couplings to massless
vector bosons, either gg → X in production or X → γγ in
decay. Therefore, the list of models in Table II covers ten
decay couplings to massive vector bosons but only five
couplings for the massless gluons.
The presence of an additional resonance can be inferred
from the kinematics of the decay products when separation
in invariant mass alone is not sufficient. For example,
composite particles can have multiple narrow states with
different spin-parity quantum numbers and nearly degen-
erate masses. Some examples of this phenomenon include
ortho/para-positronia, χb and χc particles where the mass
splitting between the different JP states is orders of
magnitude smaller than their mass [74–76].
In an approach common to both the spin-one and spin-
two scenarios, the production of a second resonance with
different JP quantum numbers but close in mass to the SM
Higgs-like state can be probed. The two states are assumed
to be sufficiently separated in mass or produced by different
mechanisms, so that they do not interfere, but still closer
than the experimental mass resolution
ΓJP and Γ0þ ≪ jmJP −m0þj ≪ δm ∼ 1 GeV: ð15Þ
The fractional cross section fðJPÞ is defined as follows:
fðJPÞ ¼ σJP
σ0þ þ σJP
; ð16Þ
where σJP (σ0þ) is the cross section of the process
corresponding to the JP (0þ) model defined at the LHC
energy of 8 TeV and, in the case of the ZZ channel, for the
X → ZZ → 2e2μ decay mode. In this case the notation JP
refers to a model name and, in practice, should reflect all
relevant model properties, including spin, parity, produc-
tion, and decay modes. It should be noted that the effective
fractions fai and fðJPÞ have a distinct nature. The fractions
fai denote the effective fractions related to the correspond-
ing ai terms within the scattering amplitude of a given state,
and are used in measurements that consider interference
effects between different parts of the amplitude.
III. THE CMS DETECTOR, SIMULATION,
AND RECONSTRUCTION
The central feature of the CMS apparatus is a super-
conducting solenoid of 6 m internal diameter, providing a
magnetic field of 3.8 T. Within the superconducting
solenoid volume are a silicon pixel and strip tracker, a
lead tungstate crystal electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL),
and a brass/scintillator hadron calorimeter, each composed
of a barrel and two endcap sections. Muons are measured in
gas-ionization detectors embedded in the steel flux-return
yoke outside the solenoid. Extensive forward calorimetry
complements the coverage provided by the barrel and
endcap detectors. A more detailed description of the
CMS detector, together with a definition of the coordinate
system used and the relevant kinematic variables, can be
found in Ref. [77].
The data samples used in this analysis are the same as
those described in Refs. [12–15], corresponding to an
integrated luminosity of 5.1, ð4.9Þ fb−1 collected in 2011
at a center-of-mass energy of 7 TeVand 19.7 ð19.4Þ fb−1 in
2012 at 8 TeV in the case of the H → VV → 4l and H →
γγ (H → WW → lνlν) channels. The integrated luminos-
ity is measured using data from the CMS hadron forward
calorimeter system and the pixel detector [78,79]. The
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uncertainties in the integrated luminosity measurement are
2.2% and 2.6% in the 2011 and 2012 data sets, respectively.
A. Monte Carlo simulation
The simulation of the signal process is essential for the
study of anomalous couplings in HVV interactions, and
all the relevant Monte Carlo (MC) samples are generated
following the description in Sec. II. A dedicated simulation
program, JHUGEN 4.8.1 [28,29,31], is used to describe
anomalous couplings in the production and decay to two
vector bosons of spin-zero, spin-one, and spin-two reso-
nances in hadron-hadron collisions, including all the
models listed in Tables I and II. For the spin-zero and
spin-one studies, interference effects are included by
generating mixed samples produced with either of the
different tensor structures shown in Eqs. (1) and (8).
For gluon fusion production of a spin-zero state, the
kinematics of the Higgs boson decay products and of an
associated jet are not affected by the anomalous Hgg
interactions, and therefore the next-to-leading-order
(NLO) QCD effects are introduced in production with
the SM couplings through the POWHEG [80–82] event
generator. It is also found that the NLO QCD effects that
are relevant for the analysis of a spin-zero state are well
approximated with the combination of leading-order (LO)
QCD matrix elements and parton showering [31].
Therefore, JHUGEN at LO QCD is adopted for the
simulation of anomalous interactions in all the other
production processes where it is important to model the
correlations between production and the kinematics of the
final-state particles, such as in VBF and VH production of a
spin-zero state, qq¯ → X production of a spin-one state,
and qq¯ and gg → X production of a spin-two state. In the
case of a spin-two X boson, the LO QCD modeling of
production avoids a potentially problematic pT spectrum of
the X boson appearing at NLO with nonuniversal Xqq¯ and
Xgg couplings [54] allowed in this study. In all cases, the
decays H=X → ZZ=Zγ=γγ → 4l, H=X → WW →
lνlν, and H=X → γγ are simulated with JHUGEN, includ-
ing all spin correlations in the production and decay
processes and interference effects between all contributing
amplitudes.
To increase the number of events in the simulated
samples for each hypothesis studied, the MELA package
[2,28,29,31] is adopted to apply weights to events in any
H → VV → 4l or H → WW → lνlν spin-zero sample to
model any other spin-zero sample. The same reweighting
technique has also been used in the study of the qq¯ and
gg → ZZ=Zγ backgrounds.
All MC samples are interfaced with PYTHIA 6.4.24 [83]
for parton showering and further processing through a
dedicated simulation of the CMS detector based on
GEANT4 [84]. The simulation includes overlapping pp
interactions (pileup)matching the distribution of the number
of interactions per LHC beam crossing observed in data.
Most of the background event simulation is unchanged
since Refs. [12–15]. In the H → VV → 4l analysis, the
qq¯→ ZZ=Zγ process is simulated with POWHEG. The
gg→ ZZ=Zγ process is simulated with both GG2ZZ 3.1.5
[85] and MCFM 6.7 [86–88], where the Higgs boson
production K-factor is applied to the LO cross section
[13]. In the H → WW → lνlν analysis, the WZ, ZZ,
VVV, Drell-Yan (DY) production of Z=γ, W þ jets, Wγ,
and qq¯→ WW processes are generated using the
MADGRAPH 5.1 event generator [89], the gg→ WW
process using the GG2WW 3.1 generator [90], and the tt¯
and tW processes are generated with POWHEG. The electro-
weak production of the nonresonant WW þ 2jets process,
which is not part of the inclusive WW þ jets sample, has
been generated using the PHANTOM 1.1 event generator [91]
including terms of order ðα6EMÞ. The TAUOLA package [92]
is used in the simulation of τ-lepton decays to account for
τ-polarization effects.
B. Event reconstruction
The analysis uses the same event reconstruction and
selection as in the previous measurements of the properties
of the Higgs boson in the H → VV → 4l [12,13],
H → WW → lνlν [14], and H → γγ [15] channels. The
data from the CMS detector and the simulated samples are
reconstructed using the same algorithms.
For theH → VV → 4l andH → WW → lνlν analyses
described in this paper, events are triggered by requiring the
presence of two leptons, electrons or muons, with asym-
metric requirements on their transverse momenta, pT.
Several single-lepton triggers with relatively tight lepton
identification are used for the H → WW analysis. A triple-
electron trigger is also used for theH → VV → 4l analysis.
For theH → γγ analysis, the events are selected by diphoton
triggers with asymmetric transverse energy thresholds
and complementary photon selections. The particle-
flow (PF) algorithm [93,94] is used to reconstruct the
observable particles in the event. The PF event
reconstruction consists of reconstructing and identifying
each single particle with an optimized combination of all
subdetector information.
The H → VV → 4l and H → WW → lνlν analyses
require four and two lepton candidates (electrons or
muons), respectively, originating from a vertex with the
largest
P
p2T of all tracks associated with it. Electron
candidates are defined by a reconstructed charged-particle
track in the tracking detector pointing to an energy
deposition in the ECAL. The electron energy is measured
primarily from the ECAL cluster energy. Muon candidates
are identified by signals of charged-particle tracks in the
muon system that are compatible with a track reconstructed
in the central tracking system. Electrons and muons are
required to be isolated. Electrons are reconstructed within
the geometrical acceptance, jηj < 2.5, and for pT > 7 GeV.
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Muons are reconstructed within jηj < 2.4 and pT >
5 GeV [95].
Photons, used in the H → γγ analysis, are identified as
ECAL energy clusters not linked to the extrapolation of any
charged-particle trajectory to the ECAL. Jets, used in the
H → WW analysis, are reconstructed from the PF candi-
dates, clustered with the anti-kt algorithm [96,97] with a
size parameter of 0.5. The jet momentum is determined
as the vector sum of all particle momenta in the jet.
Identification of b-quark decays is used to reject back-
grounds containing top quarks that subsequently decay
to a b quark and a W boson in the H → WW analysis. The
missing transverse energy vector ~EmissT is defined as the
negative vector sum of the transverse momenta of all
reconstructed particles (charged or neutral) in the event,
with EmissT ¼ j~EmissT j.
C. Four-lepton event selection
To study the H → VV → 4l decay, events are selected
with at least four identified and isolated electrons or muons.
A V → lþl− candidate originating from a pair of leptons
of the same flavor and opposite charge is required. The
lþl− pair with an invariant massm1 nearest to the nominal
Z boson mass is retained and is denoted Z1 if it is in the
range 40 ≤ m1 ≤ 120 GeV. A second lþl− pair, denoted
Z2, is required to have 12 ≤ m2 ≤ 120 GeV. If more than
one Z2 candidate satisfies all criteria, the pair of leptons with
the highest scalar pT sum is chosen. At least one lepton
should have pT ≥ 20 GeV, another one pT ≥ 10 GeV, and
any oppositely charged pair of leptons among the four
selected must satisfy mll ≥ 4 GeV. Events are restricted
to a window around the observed 125.6 GeV reso-
nance, 105.6 ≤ m4l ≤ 140.6 GeV.
After the selection, the dominant background for
H → VV → 4l originates from the qq¯ → ZZ=Zγ and
gg → ZZ=Zγ processes and is evaluated from simulation,
following Refs. [12,13]. The other backgrounds come from
the production of Z andWZ bosons in association with jets,
as well as tt¯, with one or two jets misidentified as an
electron or a muon. The Z þ X background is evaluated
using a tight-to-loose misidentification rate method [12].
The number of estimated background and signal events,
and the number of observed candidates after the final
selection in data in the narrow mass region around
125.6 GeV, is given in Table III.
D. Two-lepton event selection
In the case of the H → WW → lνlν analysis, events
with exactly one electron and one muon are selected. The
leptons must have opposite charge and pass the full
identification and isolation criteria presented in detail in
Ref. [14]. The highest-pT (leading) lepton should have
pT > 20 GeV, and the second one pT > 10 GeV. Events
are classified according to the number of selected jets that
satisfy ET > 30 GeV and jηj < 4.7. Two categories of
events with exactly zero and exactly one jet are selected,
in which the signal is produced mostly by the gluon fusion
process. The eμ pair is required to have an invariant mass
above 12 GeV, and a pT above 30 GeV. Events are also
required to have projected EmissT above 20 GeV, as defined
in Ref. [14].
The main background processes from nonresonant WW
production and from top-quark production, including top-
quark pair (tt¯) and single-top-quark (mainly tW) processes,
are estimated using data. Instrumental backgrounds arising
from misidentified (“nonprompt”) leptons in W þ jets
production and mismeasurement of ~EmissT in Z=γ þ jets
events are also estimated from data. The contributions from
other subdominant diboson (WZ and ZZ) and triboson
(VVV) production processes are estimated from simulation.
The Wγ cross section is measured from data. The shapes
of the discriminant variables used in the signal extraction
for the Wγ process are also obtained from data. The
Z=γ → τþτ− background process is estimated using
Z=γ → μþμ− events selected in data where the muons
are replaced with simulated τ-lepton decays. To suppress
the background from top-quark production, events that are
identified as coming from top decays are rejected based on
soft-muon and b-jet identification. The number of esti-
mated background and signal events and the number of
observed candidates after the final selection are given in
Table IV. After all selection criteria are applied, the
TABLE III. Number of background and signal events expected in the SM, and number of observed candidates, for theH → VV → 4l
analysis after the final selection in the mass region 105.6 < m4l < 140.6 GeV. The signal and ZZ background are estimated from MC
simulation, while the Z þ X background is estimated from data. Only systematic uncertainties are quoted.
4e 4μ 2e2μ
Channel Energy 7 TeV 8 TeV 7 TeV 8 TeV 7 TeV 8 TeV
qq¯ → ZZ 0.84 0.10 2.94 0.33 1.80 0.11 7.65 0.49 2.24 0.28 8.86 0.68
gg → ZZ 0.03 0.01 0.20 0.05 0.06 0.02 0.41 0.10 0.07 0.02 0.50 0.13
Z þ X 0.62 0.14 2.77 0.62 0.22 0.09 1.19 0.48 1.06 0.29 4.29 1.10
Background 1.49 0.17 5.91 0.71 2.08 0.14 9.25 0.69 3.37 0.40 13.65 1.30
Signal 0.70 0.11 3.09 0.47 1.24 0.14 5.95 0.71 1.67 0.26 7.68 0.98
Observed 1 9 3 15 6 16
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contribution from other Higgs boson decay channels is
negligible.
E. Two-photon event selection
In the H → γγ analysis, the energy of photons used in
the global event reconstruction is directly obtained from
the ECAL measurement. The selection requires a loose
calorimetric identification based on the shape of the
electromagnetic shower and loose isolation requirements
on the photon candidates. For the spin-parity studies, the
“cut-based” analysis described in Ref. [15] is used. This
analysis does not use multivariate techniques for selection
or classification of events, which allows for a categorization
better suited for the study of the Higgs boson decay
kinematics. The cosine of the scattering angle in the
Collins-Soper frame, cos θ, is used to discriminate
between the spin hypotheses. The angle is defined in the
diphoton rest frame as that between the collinear photons
and the line that bisects the acute angle between the
colliding protons. To increase the sensitivity, the events
are categorized using the same four diphoton event classes
used in the cut-based analysis but without the additional
classification based on pT used there. Within each diphoton
class, the events are binned in j cos θj to discriminate
between the different spin hypotheses. The events are thus
split into 20 event classes, four ðη; R9Þ [15] diphoton
classes with five j cos θj bins each, for both the 7 and
8 TeV data sets, giving a total of 40 event classes. In
Table V, the number of estimated background and signal
events and the number of observed candidates are given
after the final selection in an mγγ range centered at
mH ¼ 125 GeV and corresponding to the full width at
half maximum for the signal distribution for each of the
four ðη; R9Þ categories. The total expected number of
selected signal events, summed over all categories and
integrated over the full signal distribution, is 421 (94) at
8 TeV (7 TeV).
IV. ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
The kinematics of the Higgs boson decay to four charged
leptons, two charged leptons and two neutrinos, or two
photons, and their application to the study of the properties
of the Higgs boson have been extensively studied in
the literature [28–31,36,38,42,42,43,45–49,51,53]. The
schematic view of the production and decay information
can be seen in Fig. 1 [28,59].
If the resonance has a nonzero spin, its polarization
depends on the production mechanism. As a result, a
TABLE IV. Number of background and signal events expected in the SM, and number of observed candidates, for the H → WW
analysis after final selection. The signal and background are estimated from MC simulation and from data control regions, as discussed
in the text. Only systematic uncertainties are quoted.
0-jet 1-jet
Channel Energy 7 TeV 8 TeV 7 TeV 8 TeV
WW 861 12 4185 63 249.9 4.0 1268 21
WZ þ ZZ þ Z=γ 22.7 1.2 178.3 9.5 26.4 1.4 193 11
tt¯þ tW 91 20 500 96 226 14 1443 46
W þ jets 150 39 620 160 60 16 283 72
WγðÞ 68 20 282 76 10.1 2.8 55 14
Background 1193 50 5760 210 573 22 3242 90
Signal gg → H 50 10 227 46 17.1 5.5 88 28
Signal VBFþ VH 0.44 0.03 10.27 0.41 2.09 0.12 19.83 0.81
Observed 1207 5747 589 3281
TABLE V. Number of background and signal events expected in the SM, and number of observed candidates, for theH → γγ analysis
after final selection. The four categories are defined as follows [15]: low jηj indicates that both photons are in the barrel with jηj < 1.5
and high jηj otherwise; high R9 indicates that both photons have R9 > 0.94 and low R9 otherwise. The mγγ range (GeV) centered at
mH ¼ 125 GeV corresponds to the full width at half maximum for the signal distribution in each category. Only systematic uncertainties
are quoted, which include uncertainty from the background mγγ parametrization in the background estimates.
(low jηj, high R9) (low jηj, low R9) (high jηj, high R9) (high jηj, low R9)
Channel Energy
Range mγγ
7 TeV 8 TeV 7 TeV 8 TeV 7 TeV 8 TeV 7 TeV 8 TeV
2.44 2.30 3.34 2.94 4.72 4.58 5.48 5.57
Background 230.1 2.5 875 5 604 4 2210 8 456 8 1685 9 911 6 2045 11
Signal 18.6 2.3 74 9 23.5 3.0 103 13 9.3 1.3 38 5 12.0 1.6 57 8
Observed 263 11047 647 1963 459 1638 913 1988
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nontrivial correlation of the kinematic distributions of
production and sequential decay is observed for a reso-
nance with nonzero spin, while there is no such direct
correlation due to polarization for a spin-zero resonance.
Furthermore, the kinematics and polarization of the vector
bosons in the H → VV process depend on the initial
polarization of the resonance and the tensor structure of
the HVV interactions, and this affects the kinematics of the
leptons in the VV → 4l or lνlν decay.
The analysis of the HVV interactions requires the study
of the kinematic distributions of the Higgs boson decay
products compared to the prediction of the corresponding
models. In the case of the H → VV → 4l decay, the full
kinematic information can be reconstructed with small
experimental uncertainties. In the case of the H → WW →
lνlν decay, the two missing neutrinos lead to a loss of
kinematic information, but in some cases the V-A nature
of the W → lν coupling, compared to a different V-A
coupling in the Z → ll decay, leads to more pronounced
kinematic effects. In the following, the partial kinematic
information used in the analysis of this decay mode is also
introduced.
The spin-parity analysis of the H → γγ decay is also
possible, and this channel is studied in the context of the
exotic spin-two hypothesis tested with respect to the SM
hypothesis. However, only one angle θ out of the five
identified in Fig. 1 is observable in this case. Its distribution
is isotropic in the boson frame for any spin-zero model,
and therefore such models cannot be distinguished in
this way. Details of the reconstruction and analysis of
the cos θ distribution in the H → γγ channel are discussed
in Ref. [15].
The rest of this section is organized as follows. The
kinematic observables reconstructed in the H → VV → 4l
and H → WW → lνlν channels are discussed first.
A matrix element likelihood approach is introduced next.
Its goal is to reduce the number of observables to be
manageable in the following analysis, while retaining full
information for the measurements of interest. A maximum
likelihood fit employs the template parametrization of the
probability distribution of the kinematic observables using
full simulation of the processes in the detector. This method
is validated with the analytic parametrization of some of the
multidimensional distributions using a simplified modeling
of the detector response in the H → ZZ → 4l channel.
Systematic uncertainties and validation tests are also
discussed.
A. Observables in the H → VV → 4l analysis
The four-momenta of the H → 4l decay products carry
eight independent degrees of freedom, which fully describe
the kinematic configuration of a four-lepton system in its
center-of-mass frame, except for an arbitrary rotation around
the beam axis. These can be conveniently expressed in
terms of the five angles ~Ω≡ ðθ;Φ1; θ1; θ2;ΦÞ defined in
Fig. 1, the invariant masses of the dilepton pairs,m1 andm2,
and of the four-lepton system,m4l. The boost of theH boson
system in the laboratory frame, expressed aspT and rapidity,
depends on the production mechanism and generally carries
some but limited discrimination power between either signal
or background hypotheses originating from different pro-
duction processes. These observables are not used in the
analysis to remove the dependence of the results on the
production model. For the same reason, information about
particles produced in association withH bosons is not used
either. This approach differs from the study reported in
Ref. [12] where such observables were used to investigate
the production mechanisms of the Higgs boson.
The distributions of the eight kinematic obser-
vables ðm1; m2; m4l; ~ΩÞ in data, as well as the expectations
for the SM background, the Higgs boson signal, and some
characteristic alternative spin-zero scenarios, are shown in
Fig. 2. All distributions in Fig. 2, with the exception of the
m4l distribution, are presented using events in the m4l
range of 121.5–130.5 GeV to enhance the signal purity.
The observables with their correlations are used in the
analysis to establish the consistency of the spin and parity
quantum numbers and tensor structure of interactions with
respect to the SM predictions. These observables also
permit a further discrimination of signal from background,
increasing the signal sensitivity and reducing the statistical
uncertainty in the measurements.
B. Observables in the H → WW → lνlν analysis
Only partial reconstruction is possible in the H →
WW → lνlν decay. This channel features two isolated,
FIG. 1 (color online). Illustration of the production of a system
X in a parton collision and its decay to two vector bosons gg or
qq¯ → X → ZZ;WW;Zγ, and γγ either with or without sequential
decay of each vector boson to a fermion-antifermion pair [28,59].
The two production angles θ and Φ1 are shown in the X rest
frame, and the three decay angles θ1, θ2, andΦ are shown in the V
rest frames. Here X stands either for a Higgs boson, an exotic
particle, or, in general, the genuine or misidentified VV system,
including background.
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high-pT, charged leptons and EmissT due to the presence of
neutrinos in the final state. The kinematic distributions of the
decay products exhibit the characteristic properties of the
parent boson. There are three main observables in this
channel: the azimuthal opening angle between the two
leptons (Δϕll), which is correlated with the spin of the
Higgs boson; the dilepton mass (mll), which is one of the
most discriminating kinematic variables for a Higgs boson
with low mass (it is also correlated to the spin and toΔϕll);
and the transverse mass (mT) of the final state objects, which
scales with the Higgs boson mass. The transverse mass is
defined as m2T ¼ 2pllT EmissT ð1 − cosΔϕðll; ~EmissT ÞÞ, where
pllT is the dilepton transversemomentum andΔϕðll; ~EmissT Þ
is the azimuthal angle between the dilepton momentum
and ~EmissT .
Two observables are used in the final analysis, mll and
mT. These two kinematic observables are independent
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FIG. 2 (color online). Distributions of the eight kinematic observables used in the H → VV → 4l analysis: m4l, m1, m2, cos θ,
cos θ1, cos θ2, Φ, and Φ1. The observed data (points with error bars), the expectations for the SM background (shaded areas), the SM
Higgs boson signal (open areas under the solid histogram), and the alternative spin-zero resonances (open areas under the dashed
histograms) are shown, as indicated in the legend. The mass of the resonance is taken to be 125.6 GeVand the SM cross section is used.
All distributions, with the exception of m4l, are presented with the requirement 121.5 < m4l < 130.5 GeV.
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quantities that effectively discriminate the signal against
most of the backgrounds and between different signal
models in the dilepton analysis in the 0-jet and 1-jet
categories and have already been used in Ref. [14].
The signal region is defined by mll < 200 GeV and
60 ≤ mT ≤ 280 GeV. The distributions of these observ-
ables for data, an expected SM Higgs signal, an alternative
signal model with fWWa3 ¼ −0.4, and backgrounds are
presented in Fig. 3.
C. Observables in the matrix element
likelihood approach
A comprehensive analysis of the kinematics of the decay
of a Higgs boson would include up to eight observables, as
discussed above. In such an analysis, it is required to have a
parametrization of the multidimensional distributions as a
function of the parameters of interest. However, it becomes
challenging to describe all the correlations of the observ-
ables and detector effects. It is possible to reduce the number
of observables and keep the necessary information using the
matrix element likelihood approach. In this approach, the
kinematic information is stored in a discriminant designed
for the separation of either background, the alternative signal
components, or interference between those components.
The parametrization of up to three observables can be
performed with full simulation or data from the control
regions. This approach is adopted in the H → VV → 4l
analysis. A similar approach is also possible in the H →
WW → lνlν channel, but the construction of the discrim-
inants is more challenging because of the presence of
unobserved neutrinos. Therefore, a simpler approach with
the two observables defined above is used in this case.
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The use of kinematic discriminants in Higgs boson
studies was introduced in previous CMS analyses [2,11–13]
and feasibility studies [29,31], and here it is extended both
to a number of new models and to new techniques. The
construction of the kinematic discriminants follows the
matrix element likelihood approach, where the probabilities
for an event are calculated using the LO matrix elements
as a function of angular and mass observables. In this way,
the kinematic information, which fully characterizes the
4l event topology of a certain process in its center-of-mass
frame, is condensed to a reduced number of observables.
The kinematic discriminants used in this study are
computed using the MELA package [2,28,29,31], which
provides the full set of processes studied in this paper
and uses JHUGEN matrix elements for the signal, gg or
qq¯→ X → ZZ=Zγ=γγ → 4l, and MCFM matrix ele-
ments for the background, gg or qq¯→ ZZ=Zγ=γγ=
Z → 4l. This library of processes is also consistent with
the MC simulation used, as discussed in Sec. III, and also
includes other production and decay mechanisms. Within
the MELA framework, an analytic parametrization of the
matrix elements for signal [28,29] and background [30]
was adopted in the previous CMS analyses, reported in
Refs. [2,3,11]. The above matrix element calculations are
validated against each other and tested with the MEKD
package [98], which is based on MADGRAPH and
FEYNRULES [99], for a subset of processes implemented
in common. The analytic parametrizations of the spin-zero
signal and qq¯ → ZZ=Zγ → 4l background processes are
available from an independent implementation [30,33,56]
and are used in a multidimensional distribution paramet-
rization without the calculation of discriminants.
Given several signal hypotheses defined for gg or
qq¯→ X → ZZ=Zγ=γγ → 4l, and the main background
hypotheses gg or qq¯ → ZZ=Zγ=γγ=Z → 4l, the effec-
tive probabilities are defined for each event using a set of
kinematic observables ðm1; m2; m4l; ~ΩÞ
PSM ¼ PkinSMðm1;m2; ~Ωjm4lÞ×Pmasssig ðm4ljmHÞ;
PJP ¼ PkinJP ðm1;m2; ~Ωjm4lÞ×Pmasssig ðm4ljmHÞ;
PintJP ¼ ðPkinSMþJPðm1;m2; ~Ωjm4lÞ−PkinJP ðm1;m2; ~Ωjm4lÞ
−PkinSMðm1;m2; ~Ωjm4lÞÞ;
Pint⊥JP ¼ ðPkinSMþJP⊥ðm1;m2; ~Ωjm4lÞ−PkinJP ðm1;m2; ~Ωjm4lÞ
−PkinSMðm1;m2; ~Ωjm4lÞÞ;
Pqq¯ZZ ¼ Pkinqq¯ZZðm1;m2; ~Ωjm4lÞ×Pmassqq¯ZZðm4lÞ;
PggZZ ¼ PkinggZZðm1;m2; ~Ωjm4lÞ×PmassggZZðm4lÞ; ð17Þ
where Pkinðm1; m2; ~ΩjmHÞ ¼ jAðm1; m2; ~ΩjmHÞj2 are the
probabilities computed from the LO matrix elements and
are generally not normalized. The variable Pmassðm4ljmHÞ
is the probability as a function of the four-lepton recon-
structedmass and is calculated using them4l parametrization
described in Refs. [11,12] including the mH ¼ 125.6 GeV
hypothesis for signal. The probabilities PintJP parametrize
interference between contributions from the SM and anoma-
lous couplings,whereJP refers to a spin-zero tensor structure
of interest, and they are allowed to have both positive and
negative values. In the calculation of the mixed amplitude
used for PkinSMþJP, the same coupling strengths are used as in
the individual probabilities PkinSM and P
kin
JP , and these cou-
plings are required to provide equal cross sections for the two
individual processes. The quantityPint⊥JP is constructed in the
sameway asPintJP except that the phase of the J
P amplitude is
changed by π=2. The matrix element calculations in Eq. (17)
are also used for the reweighting of simulated samples, as
discussed in Sec. III.
Several kinematic discriminants are constructed for the
main signal and background processes from the set of
probabilities described above,
Dbkg ¼
PSM
PSM þ c × Pqq¯ZZ
¼
"
1þ cðm4lÞ
×
Pkinqq¯ZZðm1; m2; ~Ωjm4lÞ × Pmassqq¯ZZðm4lÞ
PkinSMðm1; m2; ~Ωjm4lÞ × Pmasssig ðm4ljmHÞ
#−1
;
DJP ¼
PSM
PSM þ PJP
¼
"
1þ P
kin
JP ðm1; m2; ~Ωjm4lÞ
PkinSMðm1; m2; ~Ωjm4lÞ
#−1
;
Dint ¼
PintJPðm1; m2; ~Ωjm4lÞ
PkinSM þ PkinJP
: ð18Þ
Here, the coefficient cðm4lÞ is tuned to adjust the relative
normalization of the signal and background probabilities
for a given value of m4l. The observable Dbkg is used to
separate signal from qq¯ → ZZ, gg → ZZ, and Z þ X
backgrounds, using the m4l probability in addition to
Pkin. The discriminant DJP is created to separate the SM
signal from an alternative JP state. The discriminant Dint is
created to isolate interference between the SM and anoma-
lous coupling contributions. Since the analysis is designed
to probe small anomalous couplings, interference between
different anomalous contributions is a negligible effect
and dedicated discriminants for those contributions are
not considered. The variable Dint is denoted as DCP for
interference between the a1 and a3 contributions because
it is sensitive to CP violation [31].
To remove the dependence of the spin-one and spin-two
discriminants on the production model, the probability
Pkin is averaged over the two production angles cos θ and
Φ1, defined in Fig. 1, or equivalently the signal matrix
element squared is averaged over the polarization of the
resonance [31]. The production-independent discriminants
are defined as
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Ddecbkg¼

1þcðm4lÞ
4π
Pmassqq¯ZZðm4lÞ
PkinSMðm1;m2; ~Ωjm4lÞ×Pmasssig ðm4ljmHÞ
×
Z
dΦ1dcosθPkinqq¯ZZðm1;m2; ~Ωjm4lÞ
−1
;
DdecJP ¼

1þ
1
4π
R
dΦ1dcosθPkinJP ðm1;m2; ~Ωjm4lÞ
PkinSMðm1;m2; ~Ωjm4lÞ
−1
: ð19Þ
The decay kinematics of a spin-zero resonance are already
independent of the production mechanism, due to the lack
of spin correlations for any spin-zero particle. The small
differences in the distributions of the production-independent
discriminants with the different production mechanisms are
due to detector acceptance effects and are treated as system-
atic uncertainties.
A complete list of all the discriminants used in the
analysis is presented in Table VI. Some examples of the
distributions as expected from simulation and as observed
in data can be seen in Fig. 4 for all the discriminants used in
the study of the spin-zero HZZ couplings. A complete list
of the measurements performed and observables used is
discussed in Secs. V and VI.
D. Maximum likelihood fit with the template method
The goal of the analysis is to determine if a set of
anomalous coupling parameters ~ζ, defined both for the
production and decay of a resonance with either spin zero,
one, or two, is consistent, for a given set of observables ~x,
with the data. The coupling parameters ~ζ are discussed in
detail in Sec. II. They are summarized in Eqs. (1), (3), (4)
and Table I for spin-zero, in Eqs. (8) and (10) for spin-one,
and in Eqs. (11), (14) and Table II for spin-two. The
observables ~xi are defined for each event i, listed in
Table VI, and discussed above. The extended likelihood
function is defined for N candidate events as
L ¼ exp

−nsig −
X
k
nkbkg
YN
i

nsig × Psigð~xi; ~ζÞ
þ
X
k
nkbkg × P
k
bkgð~xiÞ

; ð20Þ
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FIG. 4 (color online). Distributions of the kinematic discriminants for the observed data (points with error bars), the expectations for
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where nsig is the number of signal events and nkbkg is the
number of background events of type k. The probability
density functions Psigð~xi; ~ζÞ and Pkbkgð~xiÞ are defined for
the signal and background, respectively.
There are several event categories, such as 4e, 4μ,
and 2e2μ in the H → VV → 4l analysis, 0 and 1 jet in
the H → WW → lνlν analysis, or the 7 TeV and 8 TeV
categories, and several types of background. The total signal
yield nsig is a free parameter to avoid using the overall signal
event yield as a part of the discrimination between alter-
native hypotheses.However, when several channels are used
in the same decay, such asH → VV → 4e, 2e2μ, and 4μ, the
relative yields between the channels depend on the terms
considered in the tensor structure due to interference effects
in the presence of identical leptons, and this information is
exploited in the analysis.
The method adopted for all the measurements presented
in this paper is a template method. The probability density
functions Psig and Pkbkg are described as histograms
(templates) with two or three dimensions (see observables
in Table VI) and with up to 50 bins in each dimension. The
number of dimensions used is limited by the number of
simulated events that can be generated or the number of
events in the control regions in data. However, an optimal
construction of observables allows for the retention of all
the necessary information for the measurement with up to
three observables. The templates are built for signal and
background from histograms of fully simulated events,
or from control regions in data. In the H → VV → 4l
analyses, where the number of bins is larger than in the
H → WW → lνlν analysis, statistical fluctuations are
removed using a smoothing algorithm [100,101].
The signal probability density functions Psig depend on
the coupling parameters ~ζ. For spin-zero, these functions
can be parametrized as a linear combination of the terms
originating from the SM-like and anomalous amplitudes
and their interference [31]
Psigð~x; ~ζ ¼ ffai;ϕaigÞ
¼

1 −X
ai
fai

P0þð~xÞ þ
X
ai
faiPaið~xÞ
þ
X
ai
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
fai

1 −X
aj
faj
s
Pintai;0þð~x;ϕaiÞ
þ
X
ai<aj
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
faifaj
q
Pintai;ajð~x;ϕai − ϕajÞ; ð21Þ
where Pai is the probability of a pure ai term and Pintai;aj
describes the interference between the two terms, each
parametrized as a template. Each term in Eq. (21) is
extracted from the dedicated simulation and includes
proper normalization. For spin-one or spin-two, in the
case of a study of noninterfering states, there is only one
fraction fðJPÞ and no interference contribution.
The likelihood in Eq. (20) can be used in two different
ways. In both approaches, the likelihood is maximized with
respect to the nuisance parameters which include the signal
yield and constrained parameters describing the systematic
uncertainties discussed in Sec. IV E. In one approach the
likelihood is maximized to estimate the values of anoma-
lous couplings, and the confidence intervals are determined
from profile likelihood scans of the respective parameters.
This is used for the measurement of anomalous couplings
under the spin-zero hypothesis, as well as for the fðJPÞ
measurements of the spin-one and spin-two hypotheses.
The allowed 68% and 95% C.L. intervals are defined using
the profile likelihood function, −2Δ lnL ¼ 1.00 and 3.84,
for which exact coverage is expected in the asymptotic limit
[102]. The approximate coverage has been tested with
generated samples for several true parameter values, and
the quoted results have been found to be conservative.
The other approach is used to distinguish an alternative
spin-one or spin-two signal hypothesis from the SM Higgs
boson. In this case, the test statistic q ¼ −2lnðLJP=L0þÞ is
defined using the ratio of signal plus background like-
lihoods for two signal hypotheses. To quantify the
consistency of the observed test statistic qobs with respect
TABLE VI. List of observables ~x used in the analysis of the
HVV couplings. The JP notation for spin-two refers to the ten
scenarios defined in Table II. The H → γγ channel is illustrated
with two main observables, where cos θ represents categories
constructed from the angular and other observables, and more
details are given in Sec. III E and Ref. [15].
Measurement Observables ~x
fΛ1 Dbkg DΛ1
fa2 Dbkg D0hþ Dint
fa3 Dbkg D0− DCP
fWWΛ1 mT mll
fWWa2 mT mll
fWWa3 mT mll
fZγΛ1 Dbkg D
Zγ
Λ1 D
Zγ;Λ1
int
fZγa2 Dbkg D
Zγ
a2 D
Zγ
int
fZγa3 Dbkg D
Zγ
a3 D
Zγ
CP
fγγa2 Dbkg D
γγ
a2 D
γγ
int
fγγa3 Dbkg D
γγ
a3 D
γγ
CP
spin-one qq¯ → Xðfb2Þ → ZZ Dbkg D1− D1þ
spin-one decay Xðfb2Þ → ZZ Ddecbkg Ddec1− Ddec1þ
spin-two qq¯ → XðJPÞ → ZZ Dbkg Dqq¯JP
spin-two gg → XðJPÞ → ZZ Dbkg DggJP
spin-two decay XðJPÞ → ZZ Ddecbkg DdecJP
spin-one qq¯ → XðfWWb2 Þ → WW mT mll
spin-two gg or qq¯ → XðJPÞ → WW mT mll
spin-two gg or qq¯ → Xð2þmÞ → γγ mγγ cos θ
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to the SM Higgs boson hypothesis (0þ), the probability
p ¼ Pðq ≤ qobsj0þ þ bkgÞ is assessed and converted into a
number of standard deviations via the Gaussian one-sided
tail integral. The consistency of the observed data with
the alternative signal hypothesis (JP) is assessed from
Pðq≥qobsjJPþbkgÞ. The CLs criterion [103,104], defined
as CLs¼Pðq≥qobsjJPþbkgÞ=Pðq≥qobsj0þþbkgÞ<α, is
used for the final inference ofwhether a particular alternative
signal hypothesis is excluded or not at a given confidence
level ð1 − αÞ. The following quantities are used to character-
ize the expected and observed results: (i) separation, defined
as the tail area Atail calculated at the value of q where the
tails of the two distributions have identical area, (ii) the
probability of each hypothesis to fluctuate beyond qobs,
and (iii) the expected and observed CLs value. Option (i) is
used to characterize the expected results as this quantity is
symmetric between the two hypotheses, and it is expressed
as the number of standard deviations multiplied by two.
Options (ii) and (iii) are used to characterize the observed
results for exclusion of a particular hypothesis. The observed
separation (ii) is also expressed as the number of standard
deviations, and the sign is positive if the tail extends away
or negative if it extends towards the median of the other
hypothesis.
E. Analysis validation and systematic uncertainties
The validation of this analysis and the assignment of
systematic uncertainties follows various aspects of the
parametrization in Eq. (20). Estimates of the expected
background yields and shapes of the probability distribu-
tions for signal and background are investigated. The
performance of the fit has been tested using events from
the full simulation discussed in Sec. III A and using events
generated directly from probability distributions. Both
approaches are found to give consistent expected results
and unbiased parameter estimates in the fit for anomalous
couplings for the full spectrum of measurements listed in
Table VI. These tests rely on the proper simulation of the
signal and background processes, and further studies
propagate any systematic uncertainties in the simulation
to the final results, which are specific to each final state.
The overall signal yield is left unconstrained in the fit, and
therefore the associated theoretical uncertainties do not
affect the constraints on anomalous couplings.
The statistical uncertainties dominate over the systematic
ones for all the results quoted in this paper. The systematic
uncertainties in the H → VV → 4l channel are generally
the same as the ones investigated in Ref. [12]. Among the
yield uncertainties, experimental systematic uncertainties
are evaluated from data for the lepton trigger efficiency and
combined object reconstruction, identification, and isola-
tion efficiencies. The theoretical uncertainties on the ZZ
background are described in Ref. [12], but the calculations
have been updated using the recommendations in
Ref. [105] and the treatment of the gg→ ZZ=Zγ process
follows Ref. [13]. The Z þ X uncertainties include the
effects on both the expected yields and on the shape. The
yield uncertainties are estimated to be 20%, 25%, and 40%
for the 4e, 2e2μ, and 4μ decay channels, respectively. The
shape uncertainty is taken into account by considering the
difference between the Z þ X and qq¯→ ZZ distributions
for a particular final state, which was found to cover any
potential biases in Z þ X parametrization. To account for
the lepton momentum scale and resolution uncertainty
in the m4l distribution, the alternative signal shapes are
taken from the variations of both of these contributions,
following Ref. [12].
In the H → WW → lνlν analysis, the same treatment
of the systematic uncertainties as in Ref. [14] has been
performed. The uncertainty related to the size of the
simulated samples is such that it is at least a factor of 2
smaller than the rest of the systematic uncertainties and
varies from 1.0% for a Higgs boson signal to 20% for some
of the backgrounds (Z=γ → lþl−, W þ jets, and VγðÞ).
Systematic uncertainties are represented by individual
nuisance parameters with log-normal distributions. An
exception is applied to the qq¯ → WW normalization, which
is an unconstrained parameter in the fit.
The analysis is optimized for the gg→ H production
mode, which has the largest cross section, as verified
experimentally [12,14,15], and is characterized by low
hadronic activity in the final state. Other production modes
such as VBF, VH, and tt¯H are considered in the analysis,
representing a small or negligible fraction of the signal. In
theH → VV → 4l analysis, only the exclusive four-lepton
final state is reconstructed, and it has been verified that all
observables are similar for all production mechanisms of a
spin-zero particle. For the spin-one and spin-two models
using decay-only observables, any residual dependence on
the production mechanism is small and enters only through
the difference in detector acceptance effects. Uncertainties
in this approach are accounted for with alternative para-
metrization of the observable distributions, covering the
difference between the gluon fusion and qq¯ production
mechanisms of a spin-two particle, or an equivalent
variation for a spin-one particle production which reflects
the difference in the boost of the resonance.
In the H → WW → lνlν analysis, the VBF contribu-
tion, which has similar kinematics as gg → H, represents
5% of the total Higgs boson signal in the 1-jet category,
where it is the second-largest mode in terms of rate after
gg→ H, and less than 0.5% in the 0-jet bin, where it is
highly suppressed. The associated production VH, and in
particular ZH, shows some differences in the observables
compared to gg→ H because of the additional vector
bosons present in the final state, but it contributes less than
1% to the total signal yield in the 0- and 1-jet categories.
There is no expected tt¯H contribution in the signal region
after all selection requirements. For the measurements
presented in Sec. V B, a full combination of all Higgs boson
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production mechanisms is considered in the parametriza-
tion, while the alternative exotic-spin hypotheses are pro-
duced via gg, qq¯, or a combination of the two. For the
measurements presented in Sec. VI D, the gg→ H model
is used to create the templates and the full variation of
the distributions after the inclusion of all the production
mechanisms according to the SM expectation is used for the
evaluation of the systematic uncertainties. This approach is
taken because a priori the fraction of various production
mechanisms is not known for an arbitrary BSM model.
However, those fractions have been experimentally con-
strained to be consistent with the SM expectations
[12,14,15,21].
The correlations between the systematic uncertainties
in the different categories and final states are taken into
account. In particular, the main sources of correlated
systematic uncertainties are those related to the experimen-
tal measurements such as the integrated luminosity, lepton
and trigger selection efficiencies, lepton momentum scale,
and the theoretical uncertainties affecting the background
processes. Uncertainties in the background normalization
or background model parameters from control regions and
uncertainties of a statistical nature are uncorrelated.
It is instructive to validate the matrix element method
with the study of spin-parity and anomalous interactions of
the Z boson, which has already established SM properties
[74]. An earlier CMS analysis tested the Z boson couplings
to fermions in the two-body decay qq¯ → Z=γ → lþl−
[106], using a matrix element formalism similar to the one
used in the Higgs boson studies [28] and established
consistency with the SM. Here the study is extended to
the four-lepton decay of the Z boson in the topology
qq¯→ Z=γ → lþl−γ → 4l [107]. A hypothesis test is
performed between the SM Z boson and an exotic
Higgs-like resonance gg → Hð91.2Þ→ ZZ → 4l with
the same mass and width as the Z boson. The mass
window 80 < m4l < 100 GeV is used, just below the
mass range used in the Higgs boson analysis. In addition,
the nonresonant qq¯ → ZZ=Zγ=γγ → 4l contribution is
parametrized, including interference with qq¯→ Z=γ →
lþl−γ → 4l following the formalism of Eq. (21), and its
effective fractional cross section is fitted in data in analogy
to the fai parameters. The results show that the SM Z boson
hypothesis is highly preferred in the data, and the small
contribution of the production qq¯ → ZZ=Zγ=γγ → 4l,
including its phase, is consistent with the SM expectation.
The alternative Higgs-like hypothesis Hð91.2Þ has been
excluded with a C.L. > 99.99%.
F. Analysis validation with analytic parametrization
of kinematic distributions
In the H → VV → 4l channel, the template method
discussed above can be extended to the complete set of
eight kinematic observables ~x¼ðm1;m2;m4l; ~ΩÞ described
in Sec. IVA and shown in Fig. 2. Such an approach
would allow us to parametrize the data distributions directly
without constructing the dedicated discriminants. However,
the parametrization of templates in eight dimensions using
full simulation is nearly impossible to perform because of
the large number of events required. Therefore, a simplified
approach is performed with parametrization of eight-
dimensional distributions to cross-check a subset of results,
specifically, measurements of the fa2 and fa3 parameters in
the spin-zero studies (see Sec. VI). The signal and the
dominant qq¯ → ZZ=Zγ background are parametrized ana-
lytically, and reconstruction effects are incorporated in the
probability function numerically. About one-third of the
background events coming from theZþX and gg→ZZ=Zγ
processes are parametrized with the template approach
in eight dimensions using generated events with detector
effects incorporated using the same approximate numerical
parametrization.
The likelihood construction follows Eq. (20), and the
probability distribution is equivalent to Eq. (21). The
normalization of the probability distributions in eight
dimensions is one of the main computational challenges
in this approach and is performed with MC integration. The
final state with 2e and 2μ is split into 2e2μ and 2μ2e
subcategories where the distinction between them is deter-
mined by the flavor of the leptons from the Z1 decay.
Additionally, a narrower mass window (115–135 GeV) is
used compared to the template method.
The analytic parametrization is the product of the
differential decay cross section dσ4l and the production
spectrum Wprod, written as
Pð~pT; Y;Φ; ~xj~ζÞ ¼ Wprodð~pT; Y;Φ; sˆÞ
×
dσ4lðm4l; m1; m2; ~Ωj~ζÞ
dm21dm
2
2d~Ω
; ð22Þ
where ~pT, Y, and Φ are the transverse momentum,
rapidity, and azimuthal orientation of the four-lepton
system illustrated in Fig. 1, and sˆ ¼ m24l is the center-
of-mass energy of the parton-parton system. In order to
convert the above probability to an expression in terms of
detector-level reconstructed observables, it is convoluted
with a transfer function Tð~x0Rj~x0GÞ describing the detector
response to produced leptons
Pð~x0Rj~ζÞ ¼
Z
Pð~x0Gj~ζÞTð~x0Rj~x0GÞd~x0G; ð23Þ
where ~x0 ¼ ð~pT; Y;Φ; m1; m2; m4l; ~ΩÞ and the super-
scripts R and G denote reconstruction and generator level,
respectively.
It is important to model accurately the lepton momentum
response and the dependence of the efficiency on pT and η,
which can all significantly affect the shape of the distri-
butions of the eight observables used in the likelihood
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function. The transfer functions are constructed from the
fully simulated samples for both signal and background.
Because of the excellent angular resolution of the CMS
tracker, for the purpose of this measurement, the effect of
the resolution on the direction of each lepton is negligible
compared with the effect of the momentum resolution. As a
result, the effect of the direction is neglected, and only the
pT response of the leptons is modeled. It is also assumed
that the detector response for each lepton is independent of
the other leptons so that the transfer function can be written
as a product of the transfer functions for each individual
lepton. Furthermore, an overall efficiency factor to account
for inefficiencies in the lepton selection requirements is
applied. The transfer functions are validated by comparing
the full detector simulation with the generator-level sam-
ples, where track parameters are convolved with these
functions.
The production spectrum Wprod in Eq. (22) is obtained
empirically using simulation. The observables (~pT, Y, Φ)
are found to be uncorrelated to a good approximation,
and their distribution is modeled as a product of three
one-dimensional distributions. Then these observables are
integrated out to keep the parametrization with the eight
main kinematic observables ~xR. For the main background,
qq¯→ ZZ=Zγ, the four-lepton mass spectrum m4l is also
modeled empirically. To construct the m4l model, the mass
spectrum is parametrized with an empirical exponential
function in several bins of rapidity using MC simulation.
These distributions are interpolated between different bins
in rapidity. The reconstructedm4l spectrum is parametrized
between 115 and 135 GeV, while the generator-level
spectrum is wider to model smearing into and out of this
region.
There is no explicit analytic form for the differential
cross section for the Z þ X and gg → ZZ=Zγ back-
grounds. Instead, the likelihood is calculated by filling a
multidimensional template histogram using very large
samples of generator-level PYTHIA and MCFM events,
respectively, with parton showering modeled by PYTHIA.
These samples are smeared with transfer functions to
account for detector effects. This approach is validated
using the qq¯→ ZZ=Zγ analytic description and the
corresponding templates, which have been confirmed to
have a sufficient accuracy for the description of these
backgrounds. The remaining discrepancies observed
between the Z þ X background templates and the control
regions used in the template analysis [12] are covered by
assigning a corresponding systematic uncertainty. The
systematic uncertainties in the lepton momentum scale
and resolution are propagated using alternative parametri-
zations generated through variations of the transfer function
for both signal and background. The sizes of these
variations were determined to be consistent with the size
of the lepton momentum and resolution systematic uncer-
tainty in Ref. [12]. A systematic uncertainty in the
production spectrum of the signal is included using
variation of the pT spectrum of the four-lepton system
when averaging over the production spectrum. The para-
metrization of the gg → ZZ=Zγ and Z þ X background
shape is varied using the alternative parametrization from
the qq¯ → ZZ=Zγ background process.
V. STUDY OF EXOTIC SPIN-ONE
AND SPIN-TWO SCENARIOS
The study of the exotic-spin JP hypotheses of the obs-
erved boson with mass around 125 GeVusing the X → ZZ
and WW channels that have not been presented in
previous publications [12,14] is summarized in this section.
Mixed spin-one state hypotheses, as well as the spin-two
models listed in Table VI, are examined. In addition, the
fractional presence of JP models of a state nearly degen-
erate in mass with the SM state are tested. In all cases, the
template method is employed as discussed in Sec. IV D.
The X → γγ decay channel is also studied in the context of
the exotic spin-two scenarios, and the results presented in
Ref. [15] are combined with those obtained in the X → ZZ
and WW channels [12,14]. All spin-one and spin-two
scenarios studied are excluded, which motivates the
detailed study of the spin-zero scenario in Sec. VI. All
studies in this paper are presented under the hypothesis of a
boson mass of mH ¼ 125.6 GeV, which is the combined
value in the H → ZZ and WW channels [12,14]. The only
exception is the analysis of the X → ZZ, WW, and γγ
channels combined that is performed with the mH ¼
125.0 GeV hypothesis, which is the combined value for
the three channels [12,14,15]. This mass difference has
little effect on the results and it is in the same range as the
systematic uncertainties assigned to the energy scale in the
mass reconstruction.
A. Exotic-spin study with the H → ZZ → 4l channel
In the case of the spin-one studies, the hypothesis testing
is performed for a discrete set of values of the parameter
fb2. The input observables are ðDbkg;D1− ;D1þÞ. It has been
demonstrated in the context of this study that the distri-
butions of these observables are not sensitive to the phase
between the b1 and b2 coupling parameters in Eq. (8),
and therefore the results of the fb2 scan are valid for any
value of the phase term in the interference. The spin-one
hypothesis is tested for two scenarios, qq¯ production and
using only decay information. The latter requires the input
observables ðDdecbkg;Ddec1− ;Ddec1þ Þ.
Figure 5 (left) shows the distribution of the test statistic
q ¼ −2 lnðLJP=L0þÞ for a SM Higgs boson and for the
JP ¼ 1þ hypothesis. The expected and observed separa-
tions of spin-one models from the test statistic distributions
are summarized in Table VII and in Fig. 6. The expected
separation between the alternative signal hypotheses is
quoted for two cases. In the first case, the expected SM
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Higgs boson signal strength and the alternative signal cross
section are the ones obtained in the fit to the data. The
second case assumes the nominal SM Higgs boson signal
strength (defined as μ ¼ 1), while the cross section for the
alternative signal hypothesis is taken to be the same as for
the SM Higgs boson (the 2e2μ channel at 8 TeV is taken as
a reference). Since the observed signal strength is very
close to unity, the two results for the expected separations
are also similar.
Figure 5 (right) also shows an example of the like-
lihood scan, −2Δ lnL, as a function of fðJPÞ for the qq¯
produced 1þ model, where the fractional cross section of
a second overlapping but noninterfering resonance fðJPÞ
is defined in Eq. (16). The expected and observed
measurements of the noninterfering fractions are also
summarized in Table VII and in Fig. 7. The produc-
tion cross-section fractions are represented by fðJPÞ
and therefore require knowledge of the reconstruction
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FIG. 5 (color online). (left) Distributions of the test statistic q ¼ −2 lnðLJP=L0þÞ for the JP ¼ 1þ hypothesis of qq¯ → Xð1þÞ → ZZ
tested against the SM Higgs boson hypothesis (0þ). The expectation for the SM Higgs boson is represented by the yellow histogram on
the right and the alternative JP hypothesis by the blue histogram on the left. The red arrow indicates the observed q value. (right)
Observed value of −2Δ lnL as a function of fðJPÞ and the expectation in the SM for the qq¯ → Xð1þÞ → ZZ alternative JP model.
TABLE VII. List of spin-one models tested in the X → ZZ analysis. The expected separation is quoted for two scenarios, for the signal
production cross section obtained from the fit to data for each hypothesis and using the SM expectation (μ ¼ 1). The observed separation
shows the consistency of the observation with the SM Higgs boson model or the alternative JP model, from which the CLs value is
derived. The fðJPÞ constraints are quoted, where the decay-only measurements are valid for any production mechanism and are
performed using the efficiency of the qq¯ → X → ZZ selection.
fb2ðJPÞ JP Expected fðJPÞ 95% C.L. fðJPÞ
Model Production (μ ¼ 1) Observed 0þ Observed JP CLs Observed (Expected) Best fit
0.0ð1−Þ qq¯ 2.9σ ð2.8σÞ −1.4σ þ5.0σ <0.001% <0.46 (0.78) 0.00þ0.16−0.00
0.2 qq¯ 2.6σ ð2.6σÞ −1.4σ þ4.6σ 0.002% <0.49 (0.81) 0.00þ0.17−0.00
0.4 qq¯ 2.5σ ð2.4σÞ −1.3σ þ4.4σ 0.005% <0.51 (0.83) 0.00þ0.19−0.00
0.6 qq¯ 2.4σ ð2.4σÞ −1.2σ þ4.1σ 0.015% <0.53 (0.83) 0.00þ0.20−0.00
0.8 qq¯ 2.4σ ð2.4σÞ −1.0σ þ4.0σ 0.021% <0.55 (0.83) 0.00þ0.21−0.00
1.0ð1þÞ qq¯ 2.4σ ð2.4σÞ −0.8σ þ3.8σ 0.031% <0.57 (0.81) 0.00þ0.22−0.00
0.0ð1−Þ any 2.9σ ð2.7σÞ −2.0σ >5.0σ <0.001% <0.37 (0.79) 0.00þ0.12−0.00
0.2 any 2.7σ ð2.5σÞ −2.2σ >5.0σ <0.001% <0.38 (0.82) 0.00þ0.12−0.00
0.4 any 2.5σ ð2.4σÞ −2.3σ >5.0σ <0.001% <0.39 (0.84) 0.00þ0.13−0.00
0.6 any 2.5σ ð2.3σÞ −2.4σ >5.0σ <0.001% <0.39 (0.86) 0.00þ0.13−0.00
0.8 any 2.4σ ð2.3σÞ −2.3σ >5.0σ <0.001% <0.40 (0.86) 0.00þ0.13−0.00
1.0ð1þÞ any 2.5σ ð2.3σÞ −2.3σ >5.0σ <0.001% <0.41 (0.85) 0.00þ0.13−0.00
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efficiency for the interpretation of the measured yields.
In the case of the production-independent scenarios of
spin-one models, the fðJPÞ results are extracted using the
reconstruction efficiency of the qq¯ → X process. The
values of −2Δ lnL ¼ 1 and 3.84 represent the 68% and
95% C.L., respectively.
All spin-one tests are consistent with the expectation for
the SM Higgs boson. While the decay-only analysis uses
less information and is expected to provide weaker con-
straints, the fluctuations in the observed data lead to
stronger constraints for spin-one models. The least restric-
tive result corresponds to the 1þ model in the qq¯ production
test with a CLs value of 0.031%.
Any arbitrary spin-one model for the resonance observed
in the X → ZZ → 4l decay mode with any mixture of
parity-even and parity-odd interactions and any production
mechanism is excluded at a CL of 99.97% or higher.
In the case of the spin-two studies, hypothesis testing is
performed for ten models and three scenarios: gg, qq¯
production, and using only decay information. Two input
observables are used since interference between the different
amplitude components is not considered. Several models
have been tested in Ref. [12], and here those results are
repeated for completeness. They cover all the lowest order
terms in the amplitude without considering mixing of
different contributions.
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An example distribution of the test statistic and
observed value in the case of the SM Higgs boson
and the spin-two hypothesis 2þh2 is shown in Fig. 8 (left).
The expected and observed separation from the test
statistic distributions for all the spin-two models consid-
ered is summarized in Table VIII and in Fig. 9. The 2þh2
model is the least restricted one (see Table VIII): CLs ¼
0.74% for any production mechanism. The observed
noninterfering fraction measurements are summarized
in Table VIII and in Fig. 10. In the case of produc-
tion-independent scenarios, the fðJPÞ results are extracted
using the gg → X efficiency. Figure 8 (right) shows the
likelihood scan for the 2þh2 hypothesis as a function
of fðJPÞ.
The data disfavor all the spin-two X → ZZ → 4l
hypotheses tested in favor of the SM hypothesis
JP ¼ 0þ with 1 − CLs values larger than 99% C.L. when
only decay information is used (Table VIII).
B. Exotic-spin study with the
H → WW → lνlν channel
Similar to the X → ZZ → 4l study above, ten spin-two
hypotheses, listed in Table II, and three spin-one hypoth-
eses, including a mixed case with fWWb2 ¼ 0.5, are tested
using the X → WW → lνlν decay. Examples of distribu-
tions of the test statistic, q ¼ −2 lnðLJP=L0þÞ, for the SM
Higgs boson and alternative spin-one and spin-two models
are shown in Figs. 11 and 12 (left). Examples of the
likelihood scans, −2Δ lnL, as a function of fðJPÞ are also
shown in Figs. 11 and 12 (right).
The expected and observed separation of the test statistic
for the various models are summarized in Table IX for the
spin-one models and in Table X for the spin-two models.
The expected separation between the SM Higgs boson and
each alternative spin-one or spin-two hypothesis is larger
than 1 standard deviation in most cases, reaching 3 standard
deviations for several models.
The spin-one JP hypothesis is tested against the SM
Higgs boson for several values of fWWb2 . The results are
shown in Fig. 13 (left) and summarized in Table IX. As in
the X → ZZ → 4l study, the 1þ model is found to be the
least restricted.
The summary of the spin-two results is presented in
Fig. 14 and Table X. In the case of the spin-two studies, the
results for the different scenarios are estimated assuming
different production fractions from fðqq¯Þ ¼ 0, represent-
ing the pure gg → X process, to fðqq¯Þ ¼ 1, representing
the pure qq¯ → X process. A scan of the fðqq¯Þ fraction is
performed in each case, with an example of the scan for the
2þh2 model shown in Fig. 13 (right). The results with pure
gluon fusion production fðqq¯Þ ¼ 0 are found to be the
least restricted in each case. The observed noninterfering
fraction measurements are summarized in Fig. 15.
In all cases the data favor the SM hypothesis over the
alternative spin-one or spin-two hypotheses.
C. Combined exotic-spin results with the
H → ZZ and WW channels
The results of testing the spin-one and spin-two hypoth-
eses obtained by considering the X → ZZ → 4l and
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FIG. 8 (color online). (left) Distributions of the test statistic q ¼ −2 lnðLJP=L0þÞ for the JP ¼ 2þh2 hypothesis of gg → Xð2þh2Þ →
ZZ tested against the SM Higgs boson hypothesis (0þ). The expectation for the SM Higgs boson is represented by the yellow
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alternative JP model.
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X → WW → lνlν decay channels together are presented
in this section. The assumption made is that the same
tensor structure for the interactions appears in both XZZ
and XWW couplings, as outlined for spin-two models in
Table II.
Since only isolated tensor structure terms, and not the
interference between them, are tested, the relationship
between the absolute strengths of those couplings is
not important and is not used in the analysis. Therefore,
the combined spin-one exclusion of pure 1− and 1þ
states is tested, and for spin-two models the ten
hypotheses listed in Table II are tested. The combination
of the fðJPÞ results is not considered here because the
relative strength between the two channels is left
unconstrained and the fractions remain independent
measurements.
The qq¯ production mechanism is tested for spin-one
and spin-two models, and gluon fusion is tested for
spin-two models. The combination of an arbitrary
admixture of the qq¯ and gluon production mechanisms
is also tested. These results are based on the channels
presented in Secs. VA and V B. For several of the
models some production mechanisms have been tested
already [11,12,14].
In the spin-one studies, an example of the distribution of
the test statistic and observed value in the case of the SM
Higgs boson along with the spin-one 1þ hypothesis is
shown in Fig. 16. The expected and observed separations
TABLE VIII. List of spin-two models tested in the X → ZZ analysis. The expected separation is quoted for two scenarios, for the
signal production cross section obtained from the fit to data for each hypothesis, and using the SM expectation (μ ¼ 1). The observed
separation shows the consistency of the observation with the SM Higgs boson or an alternative JP model, from which the CLs value is
derived. The fðJPÞ constraints are quoted, where the decay-only measurements are valid for any production mechanism and are
performed using the efficiency of the gg → X → ZZ selection. Results from Ref. [12] are explicitly noted.
JP JP Expected fðJPÞ 95% C.L. fðJPÞ
Model Production (μ ¼ 1) Observed 0þ Observed JP CLs Observed (Expected) Best fit
2þm [12] gg 1.9σ ð1.8σÞ −1.1σ þ3.0σ 0.90% < 0.71 (1.00) 0.00þ0.30−0.00
2þh2 gg 2.0σ ð2.1σÞ −0.3σ þ2.4σ 2.0% < 0.85 (0.89) 0.09þ0.39−0.09
2þh3 gg 3.2σ ð3.4σÞ þ0.3σ þ3.0σ 0.17% < 0.72 (0.58) 0.13þ0.29−0.13
2þh [12] gg 3.8σ ð4.0σÞ þ1.8σ þ2.0σ 2.3% < 1.00 (0.48) 0.48þ0.28−0.29
2þb [12] gg 1.6σ ð1.8σÞ −1.4σ þ3.4σ 0.50% < 0.64 (1.00) 0.00þ0.24−0.00
2þh6 gg 3.4σ ð3.7σÞ −0.6σ þ4.9σ < 0.001% < 0.38 (0.58) 0.00þ0.13−0.00
2þh7 gg 3.8σ ð4.5σÞ −0.3σ þ4.5σ < 0.001% < 0.44 (0.43) 0.00þ0.19−0.00
2−h [12] gg 4.2σ ð4.5σÞ þ1.0σ þ3.2σ 0.090% < 0.77 (0.44) 0.29þ0.26−0.23
2−h9 gg 2.5σ ð2.6σÞ −1.1σ þ4.0σ 0.029% < 0.46 (0.76) 0.00þ0.15−0.00
2−h10 gg 4.2σ ð4.3σÞ −0.1σ þ4.8σ < 0.001% < 0.57 (0.50) 0.06þ0.27−0.06
2þm [12] qq¯ 1.7σ ð1.7σÞ −1.7σ þ3.8σ 0.17% < 0.56 (0.99) 0.00þ0.19−0.00
2þh2 qq¯ 2.2σ ð2.2σÞ −0.8σ þ3.3σ 0.26% < 0.61 (0.86) 0.00þ0.23−0.00
2þh3 qq¯ 3.1σ ð3.0σÞ þ0.2σ þ3.0σ 0.21% < 0.81 (0.70) 0.13þ0.40−0.13
2þh qq¯ 4.0σ ð3.9σÞ þ0.2σ þ3.9σ 0.008% < 0.71 (0.53) 0.21þ0.28−0.21
2þb qq¯ 1.7σ ð1.7σÞ −1.9σ þ4.1σ 0.062% < 0.45 (1.00) 0.00þ0.14−0.00
2þh6 qq¯ 3.4σ ð3.3σÞ −0.2σ þ4.0σ 0.008% < 0.74 (0.71) 0.04þ0.45−0.04
2þh7 qq¯ 4.1σ ð3.9σÞ þ0.4σ þ3.8σ 0.010% < 0.77 (0.55) 0.35þ0.23−0.28
2−h qq¯ 4.3σ ð4.4σÞ þ0.0σ þ4.6σ < 0.001% < 0.57 (0.48) 0.01þ0.31−0.01
2−h9 qq¯ 2.4σ ð2.2σÞ þ0.5σ þ2.0σ 3.1% < 0.99 (0.86) 0.31þ0.43−0.31
2−h10 qq¯ 4.0σ ð3.9σÞ þ0.4σ þ4.0σ 0.006% < 0.75 (0.59) 0.30þ0.26−0.30
2þm [12] any 1.5σ ð1.5σÞ −1.6σ þ3.4σ 0.71% < 0.63 (1.00) 0.00þ0.22−0.00
2þh2 any 1.9σ ð2.0σÞ −0.9σ þ3.0σ 0.74% < 0.66 (0.95) 0.00þ0.27−0.00
2þh3 any 3.0σ ð3.1σÞ þ0.0σ þ3.1σ 0.18% < 0.69 (0.64) 0.00þ0.35−0.00
2þh any 3.8σ ð4.0σÞ þ0.3σ þ3.6σ 0.025% < 0.64 (0.49) 0.07þ0.30−0.07
2þb any 1.7σ ð1.7σÞ −1.6σ þ3.6σ 0.29% < 0.55 (1.00) 0.00þ0.19−0.00
2þh6 any 3.3σ ð3.4σÞ −0.3σ þ4.2σ 0.003% < 0.54 (0.62) 0.00þ0.23−0.00
2þh7 any 4.0σ ð4.2σÞ þ0.6σ þ3.5σ 0.032% < 0.70 (0.47) 0.17þ0.28−0.17
2−h any 4.2σ ð4.6σÞ −0.2σ þ4.8σ < 0.001% < 0.48 (0.43) 0.04þ0.21−0.04
2−h9 any 2.2σ ð2.1σÞ −0.6σ þ2.9σ 0.57% < 0.69 (0.89) 0.00þ0.27−0.00
2−h10 any 3.9σ ð4.0σÞ þ0.1σ þ4.3σ 0.002% < 0.61 (0.54) 0.08þ0.30−0.08
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from the test statistic distributions are summarized in
Table XI. In the case of the spin-two studies, the distribu-
tions of the test statistic and observed value in the case of
the SM Higgs boson along with the spin-two hypotheses
gg → Xð2þh2Þ and gg → Xð2þmÞ are shown in Figs. 16
(bottom) and 17 (left). All the spin-one and spin-two
models tested in the combination are summarized in
Fig. 18.
The expected separations between the test statistic
distributions for all the models considered are summarized
in Table XI. In all cases, the expected separation between
the alternative signal hypotheses is quoted for the case
where the expected SMHiggs boson signal strength and the
alternative signal cross sections are obtained in the fit of the
data. The signal strengths in the X → ZZ and X → WW
channels are fit independently. The expected separation is
also quoted for the case where the events are generated with
the SM expectation for the signal cross section (μ ¼ 1).
These tests are performed for several choices of the
ratio of the two production rates fðqq¯Þ. The analysis, which
uses information from the X → ZZ → 4l decay channel,
is performed in a production-independent way, unless
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fðqq¯Þ ¼ 0 or 1. Part of the analysis, which is based on the
X → WW → lνlν decay channel, tests several choices of
the fðqq¯Þ ratio explicitly. An example of such a test is
shown in Fig. 17 (right). For the combined X → ZZ and
WW analysis, as in the case of the X → WW analysis, the
results with gluon fusion (fðqq¯Þ ¼ 0) and with qq¯ pro-
duction (fðqq¯Þ ¼ 1) exhibit the largest and the smallest
observed separation when compared to any other value
in the scan of 0 < fðqq¯Þ < 1. The data disfavor all the
spin-one and spin-two hypotheses tested in favor of the
SM hypothesis JP ¼ 0þ with 1 − CLs values larger than
98% C.L. (Table XI).
D. Combined exotic-spin results with the
H → ZZ;WW, and γγ channels
In this analysis, the X → γγ decay channel is studied
only in the context of the exotic spin-two 2þm hypothesis.
Several spin-two scenarios in Table II are only defined for
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couplings to massive vector bosons and are not defined for
X → γγ. Several of the remaining higher-dimension oper-
ators in the spin-two scenario are not considered here.
However, the direct model-independent analysis of the
cos θ distribution can be performed [15,29]. The spin-one
scenario of a resonance decaying to a two-photon final state
is forbidden [67,68], and all spin-zero scenarios have an
identical isotropic two-photon distribution in the rest frame
of the boson. Therefore, the spin-zero and spin-one
scenarios are not considered.
The individual 2þm hypothesis test results in each channel
were presented earlier [12,14,15] and the combined results
are shown in Table XII. In Fig. 19 examples of the test
statistic, q ¼ −2 lnðLJP=L0þÞ, are shown for various
fractions of the qq¯ production mechanism fðqq¯Þ. As a
result, the 2þm model is excluded with a 99.87% C.L. or
higher for any combination of the gg and qq¯ production
mechanisms.
VI. STUDY OF SPIN-ZERO HVV COUPLINGS
Given the exclusion of the exotic spin-one and spin-two
scenarios presented in Sec. V, detailed studies of HVV
interactions under the assumption that the new boson is a
TABLE IX. List of spin-one models tested in the X → WW analysis. The expected separation is quoted for two scenarios, for the
signal production cross section obtained from the fit to data for each hypothesis, and using the SM expectation (μ ¼ 1). The observed
separation shows the consistency of the observation with the SM Higgs boson model or the alternative JP model, from which a CLs
value is derived. The constraints on the noninterfering JP fraction are quoted in the last two columns.
fWWb2 ðJPÞ JP Expected fðJPÞ 95% C.L. fðJPÞ
Model Production (μ ¼ 1) Observed 0þ Observed JP CLs Observed (Expected) Best fit
0.0ð1−Þ qq¯ 2.2σ ð3.3σÞ −0.1σ þ2.5σ 1.5% < 0.88 (0.81) 0.00þ0.55−0.00
0.5 qq¯ 2.0σ ð3.0σÞ −0.2σ þ2.2σ 3.1% < 0.93 (0.86) 0.00þ0.57−0.00
1.0ð1þÞ qq¯ 1.8σ ð2.7σÞ −0.3σ þ2.1σ 4.1% < 0.95 (0.88) 0.00þ0.54−0.00
TABLE X. List of spin-two models tested in the X → WW analysis. The expected separation is quoted for two scenarios, for the
signal production cross section obtained from the fit to data for each hypothesis, and using the SM expectation (μ ¼ 1). The
observed separation shows the consistency of the observation with the SM Higgs boson or an alternative JP model, from which the CLs
value is derived. The constraints on the noninterfering JP fraction are quoted in the last two columns. Results from Ref. [14] are
explicitly noted.
JP JP Expected fðJPÞ 95% C.L. fðJPÞ
Model Production (μ ¼ 1) Observed 0þ Observed JP CLs Observed (Expected) Best fit
2þm [14] gg 1.8σ ð2.9σÞ þ0.6σ þ1.2σ 16% < 1.00 (0.87) 0.50þ0.42−0.50
2þh2 gg 1.7σ ð2.6σÞ 0.0σ þ1.6σ 10% < 1.00 (0.91) 0.00þ0.71−0.00
2þh3 gg 1.9σ ð2.8σÞ þ0.1σ þ1.9σ 5.2% < 0.99 (0.82) 0.00þ0.62−0.00
2þh gg 0.7σ ð1.3σÞ þ0.1σ þ0.6σ 52% < 1.00 (1.00) 0.13þ0.87−0.13
2þb gg 1.8σ ð2.7σÞ þ0.1σ þ1.7σ 8.6% < 1.00 (0.89) 0.03þ0.68−0.03
2þh6 gg 2.5σ ð3.4σÞ þ0.0σ þ2.6σ 0.88% < 0.81 (0.69) 0.00þ0.50−0.00
2þh7 gg 1.8σ ð2.5σÞ þ0.2σ þ1.7σ 8.1% < 1.00 (0.85) 0.01þ0.64−0.01
2−h gg 1.2σ ð2.3σÞ −0.1σ þ1.4σ 19% < 1.00 (1.00) 0.00þ0.78−0.00
2−h9 gg 1.4σ ð2.5σÞ −0.2σ þ1.6σ 12% < 1.00 (1.00) 0.00þ0.66−0.00
2−h10 gg 2.0σ ð3.3σÞ þ0.4σ þ1.6σ 7.8% < 1.00 (0.85) 0.36þ0.46−0.36
2þm [14] qq¯ 2.7σ ð3.9σÞ −0.2σ þ3.1σ 0.25% < 0.76 (0.68) 0.00þ0.45−0.00
2þh2 qq¯ 2.6σ ð3.7σÞ −0.4σ þ3.3σ 0.16% < 0.66 (0.70) 0.00þ0.32−0.00
2þh3 qq¯ 2.3σ ð3.3σÞ −0.4σ þ2.9σ 0.56% < 0.76 (0.75) 0.00þ0.40−0.00
2þh qq¯ 1.6σ ð2.3σÞ −0.1σ þ1.7σ 8.8% < 1.00 (0.95) 0.00þ0.67−0.00
2þb qq¯ 2.8σ ð3.8σÞ −0.2σ þ3.2σ 0.18% < 0.71 (0.68) 0.00þ0.38−0.00
2þh6 qq¯ 2.8σ ð3.7σÞ 0.0σ þ2.9σ 0.41% < 0.80 (0.70) 0.00þ0.52−0.00
2þh7 qq¯ 2.2σ ð3.1σÞ −0.2σ þ2.5σ 1.6% < 0.85 (0.80) 0.00þ0.48−0.00
2−h qq¯ 2.0σ ð2.9σÞ þ0.1σ þ1.9σ 5.1% < 1.00 (0.87) 0.01þ0.67−0.01
2−h9 qq¯ 2.0σ ð2.9σÞ þ0.2σ þ1.8σ 6.2% < 1.00 (0.86) 0.10þ0.64−0.10
2−h10 qq¯ 2.6σ ð3.6σÞ þ0.1σ þ2.5σ 1.1% < 0.90 (0.78) 0.07þ0.58−0.07
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spin-zero resonance are performed. The results are obtained
following the techniques presented in Sec. IV.
First, constraints are applied on the presence of only one
anomalous term in theHVV amplitude where the couplings
are considered to be real. A summary of such results is
presented in Table XIII and Fig. 20. The details of these and
other measurements are presented in the following sub-
sections, with further measurements considering simulta-
neously up to four fractions and phase parameters in several
cases. The combination of the HZZ and HWW coupling
measurements provides further constraints on the HVV
interactions. All results are obtained with the template
method, and the fa2 and fa3 measurements in HZZ
interactions are also validated with the multidimensional
distribution method.
A. Study of HZZ couplings with the
H → ZZ → 4l channel
The study of the anomalous HVV couplings starts with
the test of three contributions to the HZZ interaction as
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shown in Eq. (1). Only real couplings are considered in
this test, ϕai ¼ 0 or π, where ϕai generically refers to the
phase of the coupling in question, such as ϕΛ1, ϕa2, or
ϕa3. Since the expansion of terms in Eq. (1) is considered
for small anomalous contributions, all other parameters
are set to zero when the anomalous couplings of interest
are considered. These constraints of real couplings and
zero contribution from other terms are relaxed in further
tests discussed below. In the template approach, the three
sets of observables in each fit are given in Table VI. The
only exception is in the fΛ1 measurement, where the
usual interference discriminant does not provide addi-
tional information and instead the third observable is
D0hþ to minimize the number of configurations also used
for other studies. Since D0hþ does not bring additional
information for this measurement, it is not reflected in
Table VI.
The results of the likelihood function scan for the three
parameters, fai cosϕai, are shown in Fig. 21 (left), where
the cosϕai term allows for a signed quantity with
cosϕai ¼ −1 or þ1. The 68% and 95% C.L. intervals
are shown in Table XIII. Using the transformation in
Eq. (5), these results can be interpreted for the coupling
parameters used in Eq. (1), as shown in Table XIV.
Strong destructive interference of the SM and anomalous
contributions at fΛ1 cosðϕΛ1Þ ∼þ0.5 or fa2 cosðϕa2Þ ∼−0.5 leads to very different kinematic distributions and
exclusions with high confidence levels. Additional fea-
tures with multiple likelihood function maxima observed
in the fΛ1 likelihood scan are due to the superposition of
measurements in the 4e=4μ and 2e2μ channels, which
have different maxima due to the interference between
the leptons.
Next, two parameters fai and ϕai are considered at the
same time. For example, if the coupling is known to be
either positive or negative, such a scenario is considered in
Table XV. In this case, constraints are set on fai for a given
phase value. More generally, one can allow ϕai to be
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red arrow indicates the observed q value.
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TABLE XI. List of spin-one and spin-two models tested in the combination of the X → ZZ and X → WW channels. The combined
expected separation is quoted for two scenarios, for the signal production cross section obtained from the fit to data for each hypothesis
and using the SM expectation (μ ¼ 1). For comparison, the former expectations are also quoted for the individual channels as in
Tables VII–X. The observed separation shows the consistency of the observation with the SM Higgs boson model or an alternative JP
model, from which the CLs value is derived.
JP JP Expected Expected Expected
Model Production X → ZZ X → WW (μ ¼ 1) Observed 0þ Observed JP CLs
1− qq¯ 2.9σ 2.2σ 3.6σ ð4.6σÞ −1.2σ þ4.9σ < 0.001%
1þ qq¯ 2.4σ 1.8σ 3.0σ ð3.8σÞ −0.8σ þ4.3σ 0.004%
2þm gg 1.9σ 1.8σ 2.4σ ð3.4σÞ −0.4σ þ2.9σ 0.53%
2þh2 gg 2.0σ 1.7σ 2.5σ ð3.3σÞ −0.2σ þ2.8σ 0.52%
2þh3 gg 3.2σ 1.6σ 3.7σ ð4.3σÞ þ0.4σ þ3.5σ 0.031%
2þh gg 3.8σ 0.7σ 3.8σ ð4.2σÞ þ1.7σ þ2.1σ 1.9%
2þb gg 1.6σ 1.8σ 2.4σ ð3.2σÞ −0.9σ þ3.4σ 0.16%
2þh6 gg 3.4σ 2.5σ 4.2σ ð4.9σÞ −0.5σ > 5σ < 0.001%
2þh7 gg 3.8σ 1.8σ 4.2σ ð5.0σÞ −0.1σ þ4.7σ < 0.001%
2−h gg 4.2σ 1.2σ 4.3σ ð5.0σÞ þ1.0σ þ3.4σ 0.039%
2−h9 gg 2.5σ 1.4σ 2.8σ ð3.5σÞ −1.0σ þ4.2σ 0.009%
2−h10 gg 4.2σ 2.0σ 4.6σ ð5.3σÞ þ0.1σ þ4.9σ < 0.001%
2þm qq¯ 1.7σ 2.7σ 3.1σ ð4.3σÞ −1.0σ þ4.5σ 0.002%
2þh2 qq¯ 2.2σ 2.6σ 3.3σ ð4.3σÞ −0.8σ þ4.4σ 0.002%
2þh3 qq¯ 3.1σ 2.6σ 3.8σ ð4.5σÞ 0.0σ þ4.1σ 0.005%
2þh qq¯ 4.0σ 1.6σ 4.3σ ð4.5σÞ þ0.2σ þ4.3σ 0.002%
2þb qq¯ 1.7σ 2.8σ 3.1σ ð4.2σÞ −1.3σ þ4.8σ < 0.001%
2þh6 qq¯ 3.4σ 2.8σ 4.3σ ð5.0σÞ −0.1σ þ4.8σ < 0.001%
2þh7 qq¯ 4.1σ 2.2σ 4.6σ ð5.0σÞ þ0.3σ þ4.5σ < 0.001%
2−h qq¯ 4.3σ 2.0σ 4.7σ ð5.2σÞ þ0.1σ þ5.0σ < 0.001%
2−h9 qq¯ 2.4σ 2.0σ 3.1σ ð3.8σÞ þ0.5σ þ2.7σ 0.55%
2−h10 qq¯ 4.0σ 2.6σ 4.7σ ð5.3σÞ þ0.5σ þ4.6σ < 0.001%
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FIG. 17 (color online). (left) Distributions of the test statistic q ¼ −2 lnðLJP=L0þÞ in the combination of the X → ZZ and WW
channels for the hypothesis of gg → Xð2þmÞ tested against the SM Higgs boson hypothesis. The expectation for the SM Higgs boson is
represented by the yellow histogram on the right and the alternative JP hypothesis by the blue histogram on the left. The red arrow
indicates the observed q value. (right) Distribution of q as a function of fðqq¯Þ for the 2þm hypothesis against the SM Higgs boson
hypothesis in the X → ZZ and WW channels. The median expectation for the SM Higgs boson is represented with the solid green
(68% C.L.) and yellow (95% C.L.) regions. The alternative 2þm hypotheses are represented by the blue triangles with the red (68% C.L.)
and blue (95% C.L.) hatched regions. The observed values are indicated by the black dots.
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unconstrained, that is, to have any value between −π and
þπ with a generally complex coupling. Such a fit is
performed for fΛ1 and fa2 using the same configuration,
but with additional ϕΛ1 and ϕa2 parameters in Eq. (21). The
results with ϕai unconstrained (any) are shown in Table XV
as well. The fa3 measurement with ϕa3 unconstrained is
performed with a different technique and is presented in
Ref. [12], where the DCP observable is removed from the
fit and the result becomes insensitive to the phase of the
amplitude. This technique is adopted due to its simpler
implementation and equivalent performance.
The next step in generalizing the constraints is to
consider two anomalous contributions at the same time,
both with and without the constraints that the couplings
are real. Therefore, up to four parameters are considered
at the same time: fai, ϕai, faj, and ϕaj. Constraints on
one parameter, when other parameters are left uncon-
strained in the full allowed parameter space, with
0 ≤ fai ≤ 1, are presented in Table XV. Even though
the expansion with only three anomalous contributions in
Eq. (1) becomes incomplete when large values of fai ∼ 1
are considered, this is still a valuable test of the
consistency of the data with the SM. All of the above
results, with phases fixed or unconstrained and with other
anomalous couplings unconstrained, are shown in Fig. 21
(right). Some observed fai constraints appear to be
tighter when compared to the one-parameter fits shown
in Fig. 21 (left). This happens because the values of other
profiled parameters are away from the SM expectation at
the minimum of −2 lnL, though still consistent with the
SM. The expected constraints are always weaker with
additional free parameters.
The above one-parameter measurements, with other
couplings also considered to be unconstrained, are
obtained from the fit configurations used for the two-
parameter measurements shown in Fig. 22. Both options
are considered, either with or without the assumption
that the couplings are real. To keep the number of
observables to the maximum of three, in the template
approach, the following discriminants are used to set the
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FIG. 18 (color online). Distributions of the test statistic q ¼ −2 lnðLJP=L0þÞ for the spin-one and spin-two JP models tested against the
SM Higgs boson hypothesis in the combined X → ZZ andWW analyses. The expected median and the 68.3%, 95.4%, and 99.7% C.L.
regions for the SM Higgs boson (orange, the left for each model) and for the alternative JP hypotheses (blue, right) are shown. The
observed q values are indicated by the black dots.
TABLE XII. Results of the study of the 2þm model for the combination of the X → ZZ, WW, and γγ decay channels. The expected
separation is quoted for the three channels separately and for the combination with the signal strength for each hypothesis determined
from the fit to data independently in each channel. Also shown in parentheses is the expectation with the SM signal cross section
(μ ¼ 1). The observed separation shows the consistency of the observation with the SM 0þ model or JP model and corresponds to the
scenario where the signal strength is floating in the fit to data.
JP JP Expected Expected Expected Expected
Model Production X → ZZ X → WW X → γγ (μ ¼ 1) Observed 0þ Observed JP CLs
2þm gg 1.9σ 1.8σ 1.6σ 3.0σ ð3.7σÞ −0.2σ þ3.3σ 0.13%
2þm qq¯ 1.7σ 2.7σ 1.2σ 3.3σ ð4.4σÞ −0.9σ þ4.7σ 0.001%
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constraints, (Dbkg, DΛ1, D0hþ), (Dbkg, DΛ1, D0−), and
(Dbkg, D0− or D0hþ), for the measurements of fΛ1 vs.
fa2, fΛ1 vs. fa3, and fa2 vs. fa3, respectively. The left set
of plots in Fig. 22 shows constraints on two real
couplings, and the right set of plots in Fig. 22 shows
constraints on two couplings that are allowed to have
any complex phase. Similarly to the one-parameter
constraints, the allowed 95% C.L. regions are formally
defined using the profile likelihood function (−2Δ ln
L ¼ 5.99). The results in Table XV are obtained from
these two-parameter likelihood scans by profiling one
parameter.
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FIG. 19 (color online). (left) Distributions of the test statistic q ¼ −2 lnðLJP=L0þÞ in the combination of the X → ZZ;WW, and γγ
channels for the hypothesis of gg → Xð2þmÞ tested against the SMHiggs boson hypothesis (0þ). The expectation for the SMHiggs boson
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indicates the observed q value. (right) Distributions of the test statistic q ¼ −2 lnðLJP=L0þÞ as a function of fðqq¯Þ for the hypotheses of
the 2þm model tested against the SM Higgs boson hypothesis in the X → ZZ;WW, and γγ channels. The median expectation for the SM
Higgs boson is represented with the solid green (68% C.L.) and yellow (95% C.L.) regions. The alternative 2þm hypotheses are
represented by the blue triangles with the red (68% C.L.) and blue (95% C.L.) hatched regions. The observed values are indicated by the
black dots.
TABLE XIII. Summary of allowed 68% C.L. (central values with uncertainties) and 95% C.L. (ranges in square brackets) intervals on
anomalous coupling parameters in HVV interactions under the assumption that all the coupling ratios are real (ϕVVai ¼ 0 or π). The
ranges are truncated at the physical boundaries of fVVai ¼ 1. The last column indicates the observed (expected) confidence level of a pure
anomalous coupling corresponding to fVVai ¼ 1 when compared to the SM expectation fVVai ¼ 0. The expected results are quoted for the
SM signal production cross section (μ ¼ 1). The results are obtained with the template method.
Parameter Observed Expected fVVai ¼ 1
fΛ1 cosðϕΛ1Þ 0.22þ0.10−0.16 ½−0.25; 0.37 0.00þ0.16−0.87 ½−1.00; 0.27∪ ½0.92; 1.00 1.1% (16%)
fa2 cosðϕa2Þ 0.00þ0.41−0.06 ½−0.66;−0.57∪ ½−0.15; 1.00 0.00þ0.38−0.08 ½−0.18; 1.00 5.2% (5.0%)
fa3 cosðϕa3Þ 0.00þ0.14−0.11 ½−0.40; 0.43 0.00þ0.33−0.33 ½−0.70; 0.70 0.02% (0.41%)
fWWΛ1 cosðϕWWΛ1 Þ 0.21þ0.18−1.21 ½−1.00; 1.00 0.00þ0.34−1.00 ½−1.00; 0.41∪ ½0.49; 1.00 78% (67%)
fWWa2 cosðϕWWa2 Þ −0.02þ1.02−0.16 ½−1.00;−0.54∪ ½−0.29; 1.00 0.00þ1.00−0.12 ½−1.00;−0.58∪ ½−0.22; 1.00 42% (46%)
fWWa3 cosðϕWWa3 Þ −0.03þ1.03−0.97 ½−1.00; 1.00 0.00þ1.00−1.00 ½−1.00; 1.00 34% (49%)
fZγΛ1 cosðϕZγΛ1Þ −0.27þ0.34−0.49 ½−1.00; 1.00 0.00þ0.83−0.53 ½−1.00; 1.00 26% (16%)
fZγa2 cosðϕZγa2Þ 0.00þ0.14−0.20 ½−0.49; 0.46 0.00þ0.51−0.51 ½−0.78; 0.79 < 0.01% (0.01%)
fZγa3 cosðϕZγa3Þ 0.02þ0.21−0.13 ½−0.40; 0.51 0.00þ0.51−0.51 ½−0.75; 0.75 < 0.01%ð< 0.01%Þ
fγγa2 cosðϕγγa2Þ 0.12þ0.20−0.11 ½−0.04;þ0.51 0.00þ0.11−0.09 ½−0.32; 0.34 < 0.01%ð< 0.01%Þ
fγγa3 cosðϕγγa3Þ −0.02þ0.06−0.13 ½−0.35; 0.32 0.00þ0.15−0.11 ½−0.37; 0.40 < 0.01%ð< 0.01%Þ
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Overall, all anomalous HZZ couplings are found to
be consistent with zero, which is also consistent with
the expectation from the SM where these couplings
are expected to be very small, well below the current
sensitivity.
B. Validation of the HZZ measurements
It has been shown that the template method with a
small set of optimal observables and the multidimensional
distribution method are expected to produce equivalent
results [31]. Nonetheless, this is validated explicitly with a
TABLE XIV. Summary of the allowed 95% C.L. intervals on the anomalous couplings inHZZ interactions using results in Table XIII.
The coupling ratios are assumed to be real [including cosðϕΛ1Þ ¼ 0 or π].
Parameter Observed Expected
ðΛ1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃja1jp Þ cosðϕΛ1Þ ½−∞;−119 GeV∪ ½104 GeV;∞ ½−∞; 50 GeV∪ ½116 GeV;∞
a2=a1 ½−2.28;−1.88∪ ½−0.69;∞ ½−0.77;∞
a3=a1 ½−2.05; 2.19 ½−3.85; 3.85
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FIG. 20 (color online). Summary of allowed confidence level intervals on anomalous coupling parameters in HVV interactions
under the assumption that all the coupling ratios are real (ϕVVai ¼ 0 or π). The expected 68% and 95% C.L. regions are shown as
the green and yellow bands. The observed constraints at 68% and 95% C.L. are shown as the points with errors and the excluded
hatched regions. In the case of the fZγΛ1 measurement, there are two minima and two 68% C.L. intervals, while only one global minimum
is indicated with a point. The combination of the HZZ and HWW measurements is presented, assuming the symmetry ai ¼ aWWi ,
including Rai ¼ 0.5.
TABLE XV. Summary of the allowed 68% C.L. (central values with uncertainties) and 95% C.L. (ranges in square brackets) intervals
on anomalous coupling parameters in the HZZ interactions under the condition of a given phase of the coupling (0 or π) or when the
phase or other parameters are unconstrained (any value allowed). Results are presented with the template method and expectations are
quoted in parentheses following the observed values. The results for fa3 with ϕa3 unconstrained are from Ref. [12].
Measurement fΛ1 fa2 fa3
ϕai ¼ 0 0.22þ0.10−0.16 [0.00, 0.37] 0.00þ0.42−0.00 [0.00, 1.00] 0.00þ0.14−0.00 [0.00, 0.43]
(0.00þ0.16−0.00 ½0.00; 0.27∪ ½0.92; 1.00) (0.00þ0.35−0.00 [0.00, 1.00]) (0.00þ0.33−0.00 [0.00, 0.70])
ϕai ¼ π 0.00þ0.08−0.00 [0.00, 0.82] 0.00þ0.06−0.00 ½0.00; 0.15∪ ½0.56; 0.68 0.00þ0.11−0.00 [0.00, 0.40]
(0.00þ0.87−0.00 [0.00, 1.00]) (0.00þ0.08−0.00 ½0.00; 0.18∪ ½0.62; 0.73) (0.00þ0.32−0.00 [0.00, 0.70])
any ϕai 0.39þ0.16−0.31 [0.00, 0.57] 0.32þ0.28−0.32 [0.00, 1.00] 0.00þ0.17−0.00 [0.00, 0.47]
(0.00þ0.85−0.00 [0.00, 1.00]) (0.00þ0.59−0.00 [0.00, 1.00]) (0.00þ0.40−0.00 [0.00, 0.74])
any ϕai; fΛ1;ϕΛ1 0.11þ0.16−0.11 [0.00, 0.65] 0.00þ0.02−0.00 [0.00, 0.19]
(0.00þ0.72−0.00 [0.00, 1.00]) (0.00þ0.52−0.00 [0.00, 0.84])
any ϕai; fa2;ϕa2 0.28þ0.21−0.15 [0.00, 0.63] 0.00þ0.15−0.00 [0.00, 0.54]
(0.00þ0.85−0.00 [0.00, 1.00]) (0.00þ0.42−0.00 [0.00, 0.81])
any ϕai; fa3;ϕa3 0.42þ0.09−0.33 [0.00, 0.57] 0.28þ0.29−0.28 [0.00, 0.97]
(0.00þ0.86−0.00 [0.00, 1.00]) (0.00þ0.59−0.00 [0.00, 1.00])
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FIG. 21 (color online). Expected (dashed line) and observed (solid line) likelihood scans using the template method for the effective
fractions fΛ1, fa2, fa3 (from top to bottom) describing HZZ interactions. Plots on the left show the results when the couplings studied
are constrained to be real and all other couplings are fixed to the SM predictions. The cosϕai term allows a signed quantity where
cosϕai ¼ −1 or þ1. Plots on the right show the results where the phases of the anomalous couplings and additional HZZ couplings are
left unconstrained, as indicated in the legend. The fa3 result with ϕa3 unconstrained (in the bottom-right plot) is from Ref. [12].
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subset of the above HZZ measurements. The multidimen-
sional distribution method has been applied to the study of
the fa2 and fa3 parameters, as shown in Table XVI.
Figure 23 shows the expected and observed likelihood
scans for the effective fractions fa2 and fa3 under the
assumption of real couplings for both the template and
multidimensional distribution methods. The two methods
have a compatible expected performance and the
differences are within the systematic uncertainties of the
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FIG. 22 (color online). Observed likelihood scans using the template method for pairs of effective fractions fΛ1 vs. fa2, fΛ1 vs. fa3,
and fa2 vs. fa3 (from top to bottom) describing HZZ interactions. Plots on the left show the results when the couplings studied are
constrained to be real and all other couplings are fixed to the SM predictions. Plots on the right show the results when the phases of the
anomalous couplings are left unconstrained. The SM expectations correspond to points (0,0) and the best fit values are shown with the
crosses. The confidence level intervals are indicated by the corresponding −2Δ lnL contours.
TABLE XVI. Summary of the allowed 95% C.L. intervals on
the anomalous coupling parameters in HZZ interactions under
the assumption that all the coupling ratios are real (ϕai ¼ 0 or π)
using the multidimensional distribution method. These results
cross-check those presented in Table XIII.
Parameter Observed Expected
fa2 cosðϕa2Þ ½−0.14; 1.00 ½−0.18; 0.97
fa3 cosðϕa3Þ ½−0.44; 0.40 ½−0.67; 0.67
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methods. The observed constraints are not expected to
produce identical results because of the incomplete overlap
of the data, which is due to the slightly different selection
requirement on m4l. Also, statistical variations occur
because of the different parametrization of observables.
The two methods provide consistent results.
C. Study of HZγ and Hγγ couplings with
the H → VV → 4l channel
In the following, constraints on anomalousHZγ andHγγ
interactions are obtained using the H → VV → 4l data.
Five anomalous couplings are considered, following Eq. (1)
and Table VI, where the three observables for each
measurement are listed. Only real couplings, ϕai ¼ 0 or
π, are considered in this test. The results of the likelihood
function scan for the three parameters, fai cosϕai, are
shown in Fig. 24, following the same formalism presented
for the HZZ couplings in Sec. VI A. The 68% and
95% C.L. intervals are shown in Table XIII. In the case
of the fZγΛ1 measurement, there are two minima and only one
central value with its 68% C.L. interval shown in
Table XIII, while both 68% C.L. intervals are presented
in Fig. 20.
Using the transformation in Eq. (5), these results can
be interpreted in terms of the coupling parameters
used in Eq. (1) as shown in Table XVII. The ratio
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ðσVγi =σVγSMÞð2aVγi =a1Þ2 approximates the ratio μ ¼ σ=σSM
of the measured and expected SM cross sections for a
Higgs boson decay H → Vγ. The ratio ð2=a1Þ2 scales this
measurement with respect to the H → ZZ coupling and
is expected to be 1.0 in the SM. As can be seen in
Table XVII, the constraints presented on these ratios
(<170 for jaZγ2 j or <730 for jaγγ2 j at 95% C.L.) are about
1 or 3 orders of magnitude higher than from the analyses of
the direct H → Zγ (μ < 9.5 at 95% C.L. [19]) or H → γγ
(μ ¼ 1.14þ0.26−0.23 at 68% C.L. [15]) decays with on-shell
photons, respectively. Therefore, the constraints presented
on fZγa2 , f
Zγ
a3 , f
γγ
a2, f
γγ
a3 are not competitive compared with the
direct cross-section measurements inH → Zγ or γγ decays.
However, eventually with sufficiently large integrated
luminosity, it might be possible to measure fVγa2 and f
Vγ
a3
separately in the H → VV → 4l decay, allowing for
measurements of the CP properties in these couplings
[56,64]. The H → Zγ or γγ measurements with on-shell
photons are sensitive only to the sum of the two cross-
section fractions fVγa2 and f
Vγ
a3 and therefore cannot distin-
guish the two. Moreover, the fZγΛ1 measurement is not
possible with on-shell photons.
As in the case of the HZZ couplings, anomalous HZγ
and Hγγ couplings are found to be consistent with zero, as
expected in the SM with the current precision. Since the
measurement of the HZγ and Hγγ couplings in the H →
VV → 4l decay is not yet competitive with the on-shell
measurements, further investigation of several parameters
simultaneously is not considered with the current data.
D. Study of HWW couplings with
the H → WW → lνlν channel
Constraints on anomalous HWW interactions are
obtained using the H → WW → lνlν final state. Three
measurements are performed using the template method
with the two observables, mT and mll, as summarized in
Table VI. Only real couplings, ϕWWai ¼ 0 or π, are consid-
ered. The results of the likelihood function scan for the
three parameters, fWWai cosϕ
WW
ai , are shown in Fig. 25,
following the HZZ approach presented in Sec. VI A. The
68% and 95% C.L. intervals are shown in Table XIII. Using
the transformation in Eq. (5), these results could be
interpreted for the coupling parameters used in Eq. (1)
as shown in Table XVIII.
Similarly to the HZZ case, strong destructive interfer-
ence of the SM and anomalous contributions at
fWWΛ1 cosðϕWWΛ1 Þ ∼þ0.5 or fWWa2 cosðϕWWa2 Þ ∼ −0.5 leads
to very different kinematic distributions and exclusions
with high confidence levels. Since the measurement of the
HWW anomalous couplings with the H → WW → lνlν
decay is not expected to provide strong constraints with the
current data, a deeper investigation of several parameters
simultaneously is not considered here. On the other hand,
the combination of the HZZ and HWW measurements is
expected to provide an improvement in the precision of the
HVV couplings with certain symmetry considerations.
E. Combination of HZZ and HWW results
Further improvement on the HVV anomalous coupling
constraints can be obtained from the combination of
the H → ZZ → 4l and H → WW → lνlν analyses by
employing symmetry considerations between the HZZ
and HWW interactions. Two scenarios are considered.
In the first, custodial symmetry is assumed, leading to
aWW1 ¼ a1. The second scenario assumes no relationship
between the two couplings. In both cases, a combined
likelihood scan of fai is performed for the full range of−1 ≤ Rai ≤ þ1. For a given value of Rai in Eq. (6), the fai
and fWWai values are related by Eq. (7) and constraints on a
single parameter can be obtained.
For the combination where custodial symmetry is
assumed, the yield in the H → WW → lνlν channel is
related to the yield in the H → ZZ → 4l channel, which
leads to stronger constraints. This yield relationship is
possible if either the fraction of VBF and VH production is
known or reconstruction efficiency for these and gluon
fusion production mechanisms is the same. The latter is
TABLE XVII. Summary of the allowed 95% C.L. intervals on the anomalous couplings in HZγ and Hγγ interactions using results
obtained with the template method in Table XIII. The coupling ratios are assumed to be real [cosðϕVVai Þ ¼ 0 or π].
Parameter Observed Expected
ðΛZγ1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃja1jp Þ cosðϕZγΛ1Þ ½−∞;þ∞ ½−∞;þ∞
aZγ2 =a1 ½−0.046; 0.044 ½−0.089; 0.092
aZγ3 =a1 ½−0.042; 0.053 ½−0.090; 0.090
aγγ2 =a1 ½−0.011; 0.054 ½−0.036; 0.038
aγγ3 =a1 ½−0.039; 0.037 ½−0.041; 0.044
ðσZγ2 =σZγSMÞð2aZγ2 =a1Þ2 cosðϕZγa2Þ ½−1.7; 1.6 × 102 ½−6.5; 6.9 × 102
ðσZγ3 =σZγSMÞð2aZγ3 =a1Þ2 cosðϕZγa2Þ ½−1.2; 1.9 × 102 ½−5.5; 5.5 × 102
ðσγγ2 =σγγSMÞð2aγγ2 =a1Þ2 cosðϕγγa2Þ ½−0.3; 7.3 × 102 ½−3.3; 3.6 × 102
ðσγγ3 =σγγSMÞð2aγγ3 =a1Þ2 cosðϕγγa3Þ ½−3.8; 3.3 × 102 ½−4.1; 4.7 × 102
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FIG. 25 (color online). Expected (dashed line) and observed (solid line) likelihood scans for effective fractions fΛ1
(top), fa2 (middle), fa3 (bottom). The couplings studied are constrained to be real and all other anomalous couplings
are fixed to the SM predictions. The cosϕai term allows a signed quantity where cosϕai ¼ −1 or þ1. Plots on the left
show the results of the H → WW → lνlν analysis expressed in terms of the HWW couplings. Plots on the right show the
combined H → WW and H → ZZ result in terms of the HZZ couplings for Rai ¼ 0.5. Measurements are shown for each
channel separately, and two types of combinations are present: using aWW1 ¼ a1 (red line) and without such a constraint
(magenta line).
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known to be somewhat different in the H → WW → lνlν
channel due to the selection being sensitive to the asso-
ciated jets (see Table IV). The fraction of VBF and VH
production has been found to be small and consistent with
the SM expectation of 12% [21]. However, this constraint is
performed under the assumption of the SM kinematics of
associated particles. While it is possible to obtain similar
constraints on associated Higgs boson production with
anomalous couplings, that analysis is beyond the scope of
this paper. Therefore, we assume that the gluon fusion
production dominates and the fraction of VBF and VH
production is not larger than expected in the SM. This leads
to potential uncertainty on the yield relationship of about
3%, which we neglect. Should the fraction of VBF and VH
production be different, the corresponding limits could be
recalculated.
An example of the combination under the assumption
Rai ¼ 0.5 ðrai ¼ 1Þ is shown in Fig. 25 and Table XIX,
where the effect of using the information on the relative
yield can be seen. Both combination scenarios are shown.
When the H → ZZ → 4l and H → WW → lνlν signal
yields are left independent, custodial symmetry is not
assumed. The increase in expected signal yield towards
fai ¼ 1 is greater in the H → WW channel compared to
the H → ZZ channel, leading to additional discriminating
power when the yields are related. For example, the
enhancement relative to the SM is a factor of 2.4 for
fa2 ¼ 1. Since the number of events observed in the
H → ZZ → 4l and H → WW → lνlν channels is com-
patible with the SM, this enhancement of 2.4 is not
compatible with the SM and the fa2 ¼ 1 scenario is
strongly excluded from the consideration of the yields
alone. The combined analysis uses both yield and kinematic
information in an optimal way. Using the transformation in
Eq. (5), these results could be interpreted for the coupling
parameters used in Eq. (1) as shown in Table XX.
To present the results in a model-independent way,
conditional likelihood scans of fai, for a particular Rai
value, are performed. In this way, the confidence intervals
of fai are obtained for a given value of Rai. These results
are presented in Fig. 26, and show features that arise from
the combination of the H → ZZ and WW channels, but
with larger exclusion power in some areas of the param-
eter space.
TABLE XVIII. Summary of the allowed 95% C.L. intervals on the anomalous couplings in HWW interactions using results obtained
with the template method in Table XIII. The coupling ratios are assumed to be real [including cosðϕWWΛ1 Þ ¼ 0 or π].
Parameter Observed Expected
ðΛWW1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
jaWW1 j
p
Þ cosðϕWWΛ1 Þ ½−∞;þ∞ ½−∞; 87 GeV∪ ½93 GeV;þ∞
aWW2 =a
WW
1
½−∞;−1.22∪ ½−0.71;þ∞ ½−∞;−1.30∪ ½−0.59;þ∞
aWW3 =a
WW
1
½−∞;þ∞ ½−∞;þ∞
TABLE XIX. Summary of allowed 68% C.L. (central values with uncertainties) and 95% C.L. (ranges in square brackets) intervals on
anomalous coupling parameters in HVV interactions in the combinations of HZZ and HWW measurements assuming the symmetry
ai ¼ aWWi , including Rai ¼ 0.5, and real coupling ratios (ϕVVai ¼ 0 or π). The last column indicates the observed (expected) confidence
level of a pure anomalous coupling corresponding to fVVai ¼ 1when compared to the SM expectation fVVai ¼ 0. The results are obtained
with the template method.
Parameter Observed Expected fVVai ¼ 1
fΛ1 cosðϕΛ1Þ 0.21þ0.11−0.17 ½−0.42; 0.38 0.00þ0.15−0.80 ½−1; 0.27∪ ½0.95; 1 0.56% (13%)
fa2 cosðϕa2Þ −0.01þ0.02−0.05 ½−0.11; 0.17 0.00þ0.08−0.03 ½−0.07; 0.51 0.03% (0.25%)
fa3 cosðϕa3Þ 0.00þ0.08−0.08 ½−0.27; 0.28 0.00þ0.23−0.23 ½−0.53; 0.53 < 0.01% (0.08%)
TABLE XX. Summary of the allowed 95% C.L. intervals on the anomalous couplings in HVV interactions in the combinations of
HZZ andHWW measurements in Table XIX assuming the symmetry ai ¼ aWWi , including Rai ¼ 0.5, and real coupling ratios (ϕVVai ¼ 0
or π).
Parameter Observed Expected
ðΛ1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃja1jp Þ cosðϕΛ1Þ ½−∞;−100 GeV∪ ½103 GeV;∞ ½−∞; 43 GeV∪ ½116 GeV;∞
a2=a1 ½−0.58; 0.76 ½−0.45; 1.67
a3=a1 ½−1.54; 1.57 ½−2.65; 2.65
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FIG. 26 (color online). Observed conditional likelihood scans of fΛ1 (top), fa2 (middle), fa3 (bottom) for a given Rai value from the
combined analysis of the H → WW and H → ZZ channels using the template method. The results are shown with custodial symmetry
a1 ¼ aWW1 (left) and without such an assumption (right). Each cross indicates the minimum value of −2Δ lnL and the contours indicate
the one-parameter confidence intervals of fai for a given value of Rai.
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VII. SUMMARY
In this paper, a comprehensive study of the spin-parity
properties of the recently discovered H boson and of the
tensor structure of its interactions with electroweak gauge
bosons is presented using the H → ZZ, Zγ, γγ → 4l,
H → WW → lνlν, and H → γγ decay modes. The results
are based on the 2011 and 2012 data from pp collisions
recorded with the CMS detector at the LHC, and they
correspond to an integrated luminosity of up to 5.1 fb−1 at a
center-of-mass energy of 7 TeV and up to 19.7 fb−1
at 8 TeV.
The phenomenological formulation for the interactions
of a spin-zero, -one, or -two boson with the SM particles is
based on a scattering amplitude or, equivalently, an effective
field theory Lagrangian, with operators up to dimension
five. The dedicated simulation and matrix element like-
lihood approach for the analysis of the kinematics of H
boson production and decay in different topologies are
based on this formulation. A maximum likelihood fit of
the signal and background distributions provides constraints
on the anomalous couplings of the H boson.
The study focuses on testing for the presence of
anomalous effects in HZZ and HWW interactions under
spin-zero, -one, and -two hypotheses. The combination of
the H → ZZ and H → WW measurements leads to tighter
constraints on the H boson spin-parity and anomalous
HVV interactions. The combination with the H → γγ
measurements also allows tighter constraints in the spin-
two case. The HZγ and Hγγ interactions are probed for the
first time using the 4l final state.
The exotic-spin study covers the analysis of mixed-parity
spin-one states and ten spin-two hypotheses under the
assumption of production either via gluon fusion or quark-
antiquark annihilation, or without such an assumption.
The spin-one hypotheses are excluded at a greater than
99.999% C.L. in the ZZ and WW modes, while in the γγ
mode they are excluded by the Landau-Yang theorem.
The spin-two boson with gravitylike minimal couplings is
excluded at a 99.87% C.L., and the other spin-two
hypotheses tested are excluded at a 99% C.L. or higher.
Given the exclusion of the spin-one and spin-two
scenarios, constraints are set on the contribution of eleven
anomalous couplings to the HZZ, HZγ, Hγγ, and HWW
interactions of a spin-zero H boson, as summarized in
Table XIII. Among these is the measurement of the fa3
parameter, which is defined as the fractional pseudoscalar
cross section in the H → ZZ channel. The constraint is
fa3 < 0.43 (0.40) at a 95% C.L. for the positive (negative)
phase of the pseudoscalar coupling with respect to the
dominant SM-like coupling and fa3 ¼ 1 exclusion of a
pure pseudoscalar hypothesis at a 99.98% C.L.
All observations are consistent with the expectations for
a scalar SM-like Higgs boson. It is not presently established
that the interactions of the observed state conserve C-parity
or CP-parity. However, under the assumption that both
quantities are conserved, our measurements require the
quantum numbers of the new state to be JPC ¼ 0þþ. The
positive P-parity follows from the fVVa3 measurements in
the H → ZZ, Zγ, γγ → 4l, and H → WW → lνlν
decays and the positive C-parity follows from observation
of the H → γγ decay. Further measurements probing the
tensor structure of the HVV and Hff¯ interactions can test
the assumption of CP invariance.
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